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Meter to be installed
• Seisometer will
record the earth's
"rocks 'n rolls'' to help
Indicate how the MSU
campus will react to a
major quake
By JENNIFER MOORE
Assistant News Editor

A new seismometer will be
implanted into a 130-foot shaft
between Wilson Hall and the
business building to enable
Murray State University to
detect and record the earth's
activities.
Neil Weber, chairman of the
department of geosciences, said
the new seismometer is a probe
that will measure seismic motion in unconsolidated material
and record the information on 'a
connected seismograph in
Room 200 of Wilson Hall.
Weber said the seismometer
is designed ~ record small mo-
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Clinton stresses education
in Kentucky that the reason getting here in this technical
you should stay in high school program so they can get a good
Educating youth in today's is because there is something job instead of a dead-end job,"
society is just one of Hillary for you and the end of that," Clinton said.
Clinton's messages.
She said the nation needs a
Clinton said in referring to her
Clinton, wife of Arkansas husband's educational plan.
president who will be devoted
governor and Democratic
The Clinton·Gore plan for to education, as well as solving
presidential hopeful Bill Clin- education includes a program national problems.
ton, made a campaign stop at in which youth have a chance
"A real education president is
the West Kentucky Vocational for advancement in education one who understands educaTechnical School in Paducah through two years of appren· tion," she said.
Although most think that
earlier this week where she· ticeship training or by borrowtoured two classrooms and ing money from the National education is just limited to
shook hands with the crowd.
Service Trust Fund, which is an elementary or high school or
Clinton said education is an original idea of the candidate. college, it is not, Clinton said.
integral part of society, and it is The National Service Trust
''We know in our state
not just limited to a high school Fund would allow students to (Arkansas) 'and you know in
degree.
borrow money to finance their KE!ntucky that we've got pro"Education has to be given college degree, and the money blems with adult literacy," she
more priority than we tradi- may be repaid by either paying said. "We've got problems with
tionally have given it," she it as a percentage of their in- our adult work force, so educasaid.
come with their income taxes or tion is not just for children.
Only about 30 percent of by doing two years of national
''Education is for a lifelong
Americans get four-year college service in their communities.
experience if we're going to
degrees, and only 70 percent ac"One of the main points my have skills to be competitive."
tually complete high school or a husband is making about
Education also ties into the
few years of additional train- education is that every young economy, she said.
ing, she said.
''Education is my husband's
person deserves to have two
"We need to motivate our years of additional training
young people. We need to be after high school in an apprenPlease see HILLARY
able to say to any young person ticeship program like you're
Page 14A
By LEIGH LANDINI

Associate Editor
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card'acxe;s
ins1allation

By AMY GREWE

Hillary Clinton , wtte of the
Democr atic pres i dential
hopeful
Bill
Cli n t on ,
brought the campaign a
little closer to home during
s top
at
the West
Kentucky
Vocational
Technical
School
In
Paducah. Above, Clinton
waves good-bye to the
crowd that had gathered to
see her at the school.
Right, Clinton talks with
students In a cosmetology
class at the v ocational
school.
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Students now have an opportunity to see the world without joining the military.
During an International Business Seminar Progam scheduled
Dec. 28-Jan. 14, 1993, students interested in international
business will have the chance to visit such places as Belgium,
P~ris, Geneva, Switzerland; Heidel burg and Cologne in Germany,
and Alnsterdam, The Netherlands.
They also wHl have the opportunity to discuss international
business issues with executives from such corporations as ffiM
Europe, du Pont de Nemours, Swiss Bank Corp. and Ford
Germany.
Gary Brockway, professor of managment and marketing, said
the program was started 13 years ago, and this is the tenth year
Murray State University has been involved.
"It was started by a group of business faculty who thought the
best way to introduce students to what was going on in the international business world was to take them to it," Brockway said.
He said t he program is a great learning experience for students.
"They can visit and learn first-hand about cultures and societies
other than their own," he said.
Brockway said participants can earn three hours undergraduate
or graduate upper division business credit by attending the
seminar. Tuition costs for the course will be added to their spring
semester tuition fee.
"It's an opportunity to travel to Europe, gain credit hours and do
it during a time when you might not have a lot going on," he said.
Brockway said his department has gotten a lot of good feedback
from students who've att'ended the seminar.
" If you're going to get out in the business world, this does have a
profound effect," he said.
Derrick Flowers, a graduate student majoring in business, said
he attended the program last winter and would recommend it to
anyone.
"Everyone should get a chance to go over there as a student," he
said. "I had a great time interacting with different customs in addition to getting practical experience."
Flowers said he had been overseas before playing basketball,
and had always wanted to go back.
"I got an international flavor of business and culture and I think
it broadened my thinking quite a bit," he said.
Flowers said the program is also a great conversational tool
when looking for employment.
"You would be surprised at the number ofj>eople who have been
over there, or ifthey haven't t hey want to know about it," he said.
"It helps you to reach a comfort zone. You put that on your resume
and they can't help but ask you about it."
Brockway said there are five other universities participating in
the seminar with Murray State.
"The seminar is limited to about 45 students," he said. "We
have had as few as six and as many as 12 from Murray State."
Brockway said seminars will be given by representatives from
management and marketing area~, and each student is assigned a
company to study.
Please see TRAVEL
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Equality?
The role of women may be rapidly changing in
today's society, but there are still some gaps
between the genders.
Although women and men both hold the same
jobs in some professions such as education,
their pay scales differ by about $8,000 at Murray
State University.
The gender equity issue is not altogether new,
but some professions such as athletics are
finding it difficult to apply it to the profession.
Stories on Page SA
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Assistant News Editor

Technical

measure 6 and above on the
Richter scale. Earthquakes like
the one predicted for the New
Madrid Fault in the next 50 to
75 years, may register as high
as 7 or 8 and cause catastrophic
damage.
Even though scientists want
to be prepared for an earth·
quake of great magnitude,
Weber believes the epicenter of
any earthquake will range from
Blytheville, Ark., to the Carruthersville, Mo., corridor. He
said Lawrenceburg, Ill. also is a
potential location for the
epicenter.
"Southern Illinois has bad a
recurrence of fe lt earthquakes,
of 3 and above, every 18 years,"
Weber said. "This is very
unusual because the recurrence
of fe lt earthquake index for the
larger zones along the New
Madrid Fault is every 50

Program offers MSU
students world travel

It's
·Hillary

ComparIng fulltime jobs
held by
males and
females in
the fall of
1991

tion events and local events.
"These events include earthquakes and tremors that are
not usually recognized or local
events that would do some
damage," he said.
Weber said one of the purposes for the probe is to record
how the soils of Murray State's
campus react to seismic activity. This sort of information will
indicate how campus structures
will react to a major
earthquake.
Weber said there are nearly
200 small earthquakes in this
area each year, most of which
are not felt. Quakes and
tremors that are not felt
measure 3 or below on the
. Richter scale, while earthquakes that are felt but do not
cause destructive damage may
measure 4 and 5 on the Richter
scale.
The next level of earthquakes
cause destructive damage to
standing structures and

.
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Student Government

Index

Ever wonder exactly what group of
people represent the needs and concerns of Murray State University students? Well here is your chance to find
out.
The Muffay State News is beginning
a three-part series this week that takes
a look at the various student government groups on the Murray State
campus. The series will focus on the
Student Government Association's Student Senate, the University Center
Board and the Judicial Board.
The focus of this week's topic, the
Student Senate is on page SA.

Around Campus . . ••.• . .. .. . . 2B
Arts & Entertainment .... . .... 9A
Campus Ufe . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 1B
Cartoons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 9A
Classifieds................. 13A
Commentaries . .. . . .. .. . .. . ..4A
Focus.. . . .. . . . ..... . .. ..... SA
l etters.. .. ..... . .. . •..••....4A
Newsbriets.... • •....... . .. . . 7A·
Outtakes • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . 9A •
Police Beat. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • 2A ·
Scoreboard . .. . .... ... . . . . . 13A
Sports. .. . .... . . .. .. . .. . .. 10A
Sports Notebook. . . . . . . . . . . 12A,
Viewpoint. . .. . . ..• ..•.• .. .• . 4A:
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Security report open to students
.

Public safety rerords show decrease in
.

carnpJS aime

~.

He said one of the functions of
Public Safety is to provide the
Racer Patrol escort service on
campus.
With the exception of burglary, crime incidents at
"Our primary goal is safety
MSU have lowered from 1990 to 1991.
on this campus," he said.
Jon Coleman, a junior
agronomy major from New ConLiquor laws
cord, was not aware of the
right-to-know law.
"It's definitely a good idea to
Drug Abuse
199 1
tell people what's going on," he
said.
Weapons Possession
Julie Newman, a junior communications major from Green1990
ville, also was unaware of the
Motor Vehicle Theft
new law.
She said she would like to
Burglary
know more about safety on the
MSU campus.
Any student who wants MurAssault
ray State's annual security
report may obtain one free of
Rape
charge at the public safety office at 16th and Olive streets.
Additional safety information
is
available throughout the
Number of Incidents
semester on published flyers
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY and posters, newsletters and in
Source: PUBUC SAFETY
The Murray State News Police
''Murray State has the lowest Beat. Residence halls hold safethe number of full-time
students and employees for that crime rate of any institution in ty and security-related proyea.r.
grams as well.
the state," Green said.

By JENNIFER DONIA
Reporter

Crime rate drops

Do you really know how safe
your campus is?
Thanks to a new federal Jaw,
students across the nation have
easy access to information
about their campuses' security.
The Student Right-to-Know
and Campus Security Act went
into effect Sept. 1, and requires
all colleges and universities
receiving federal financial aid
to issue an annual security
report.
'Joe Green, associate director
of public safety, said he is
aware of this new Jaw and does
issue an annual security report.
"No campus is 100 percent
safe," Green said, but added
that he believes Murray State
University is a particularly
secure campus.
"The University police do
anything the municipal police
would do," he said.
According to the report, Murray State's crime rate is lower
than in recent years. The crime
rate is derived by dividing the
number of reports of crime by

II
II
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Council of Higher Education offers
grants for service project proposal
The deadline for submitting
proposals for Murray State
University groups is the week
of Oct. 10-0ct. 15, said Jim
Baurer, director of the Curris
Center and dean of student life.
Groups may obtain more in·
formation from the office of student organizations on the first
floor of the Currie Center. Jen·
nifer Young is the contact per-

Staff Report

Campus groups interested in
getting money for a service project need to act fast to get in on
the Council of Higher Educa·
tion's winnings.
• CHE will award eight $1,000
grants for the CampusServe
program, which allows campus
organizations to write a grant
proposal for a service project.

80n at MSU for this project.
Baurer said the MSU proposals would be reviewed by a
campus committee and then
forwarded to President Ronald
J. Kurth for his approval. The
winning entry would then be
forwarded to the CHE in early
November.
Saurer said the service pro·
jects must be student-oriented

and led by students.
CampusServe is a network of
local programs that will bring
together higher education
representatives who will help
identify basic standards for
service-learning experienccR.
The program was stipulated
by House Joint Resolution 54 in
1990.

September 25, 1992

POilCEBEAT
Sept. 15
3:44 a.m. - Reckless driving citation issued to an MSU student on the north side of the new Public Safety offices in a
one-way drive.
9:02 p.m. - Restroom door in the Carr Health Building
vandalized.
9:58 p.m. - Report of gunshots in Richmond Hall area.
Firecrackers found to be the source of noise.
Sept. 16
11:42 a.m. -A vehicle blocking other cars was towed in the
Hamilton gravel parking lot.
3:41 p.m. - Resident in College Courts reported being
harassed. Person causing problems agreed to leave.
7:21p.m.- Report of children fighting in College Courts.
Children between the ages of 7-9 involved in a scuffie.
Parents and babysitters were consulted.
10:15 p.m. -Resident in Franklin Hall reported theft of
video games from room.
11:12 p.m. - Report of vehicle vandalized at Stewart
Stadium. Shaving cream was found on vehicle. It waa done as
a joke by a friend.
11:40 p.m. - Gunshot sounds around Richmond Hall.
Nothing found.
Sept. 17
3:37am.- Washing machine overflowed on second floor of
Hart Hall.
11:40 p.m. - Window broken on 6th floor of Hart Hall.
Sept. 18
10:51 a.m. - $160 worth of socks miBBing from locker room
in Stewart Stadium.
12:37 p.m. - Curris Center Big M Money machine alarm
went off. Bank employees are working on machine.
9:03 p.m. - Two 16-year-old juvenile males were found
behind the Expo Center with 12 quarts of beer in their vehi·
cle. Both had been drinking. The two were charged with
possession of alcoholic beverages by a minor and trafficking
in alcoholic beverages in a dry local option territory. Both are
scheduled to appear in Juvenile Court. Each was released to
a parent.
Sept. 19
12:05 a.m. - Report of a woman screaming on Springer
Hall basketball courts.
11:28 a.m. -Bicycle reported stolen in 800 block of College
Courts.
11:26 p.m. -Elizabeth Hall residents complained about
loud music outside.
Sept. 20
12:42 p.m. •- Noise complaint on 400 block of College
Courts. Music was turned down.

Sept. 21
2:13a.m.- Female student reported being knocked to the
ground while enroute to Hester Hall near the volleyball
courts on Waldrop Drive. No other information available.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by An·
drea Jones, staff writer, from materials available to the public
at the public safety office.
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Brochure concerning MSU drugs and SBDC offers help ·~:
alcohol policy distributed to students to new businessesBy PENNY RIDENOUR
Reporter

This is }'OUr brain.
This rs. your brain on
drugs.
Any questwns?
Although Mun-ay State
University did not coin
those familiar words, the
University does facilitate
an informational brochure
concerning drugs and
alcohol.
The program was begun
in 1990 in response to
federal legislation requiring such informAtion to be
made available to
students.
This year the brochure
put on a new face with
quality printing and a colored logo. The pamphlet,
titled "Information Regarding Policy on Controlled
Drugs and Alcohol," was
distributed to students
during registration.
The Board of Regents
approved the policy listed
in the publication in
November 1990.
"They want to make
sure that all employees
and students are awure of
policies concerning drugs
and alcohol, the state and
local actions, and

phenomenon at Murray
State. The policy on drugs
and alcohol is listed in the
Student Life Handbook
annually.
Joe Green, associate
director of public safety,
said since the beginning of
the fall semester there
have been some four incidents in which drugs or
alcohol were a factor,
which he said was not
uncommon.

Federal Drug Trafficking Penalties
Penalty

Drug

Quantity

Heroin

1 kg or more
mixture

Cocaine

PCP

LSD

1st Offense

2nd Offense

Not less than
10 years. Not
more than life

Not less than
20 years. Not
more than life.

"It seems like our problems with drugs and
alcohol are at a
minimum," he said. "That
is not saying the problems
are not out there. We just
have not experienced
them to any great
magnitude here on
campus."

5 kg or more If death or
serious injury,
mixture
100 gm or
more or 1 kg
or more mixture
10 gm or
more mixture

Source: DRUG POLICY BROCHURE

associated health risks," said
Anita Lawson, assistant to the
president for institutional
planning.
A listing of the service at the

MSU TV-11 RETURNS
Monday 6 and 10 p.m.
News Makers - Public Affairs and
campus issues with moderator

Kristi Bauer

If death or
serious injury,
not less than 20 not less than
years. Not
life.
more than life.

Fine of not
Fine of not
more than $4
more than $8
million individ- million individ·
ual, $1 0 million ual, $20 million
other than lndl- other than
vidual
individual.

"I think the policy is
easy to find, but mostly
it's just common sense; I
mean, everybody knows
minors aren't supposesd to
drink." said T.J.
Wunderlich, a freshman
from Dudley, Mo.

Graphie b y HEATHER BEGLEY

University for those who may a
problem with these substances
also is included in the brochure.
Informational planning of
this kind is not a new

Additional copies of the
brochure may be obtained
at t he Curris Center office
on the third floor.

%e 'Beauty

By REV CRAIG
Reporter

Ever thought of starting your
own business or expanding the
business you have?
Perhaps, like many students,
you perceive a need for a special
type of business.
Laura Fuller, a sophomore
biology major from Paris,
Tenn., said an athletic store
catering to athletic students
would be a good business for
Murray.
H you have an idea for a
business but don't know where
to go for help, the Small
Business Development Center
on campus may be the answer.
The center, which serves the
24-county area of Kentucky's
Purchase, Pennyrile and Green
River Area Development
Districts, has been in operation
since 1982 and has branches in
both Owensboro and
Hopkinsville.
Several Murray State
students who have come to the
center were interested in the
possibility of developing •·etail
or computer programming
businesses, said Rosemary
Miller, Murray center director.
Miller said SBDC cannot provide funding for business loans
or legal assistance, but it does
have important services it can
make available to the smallbusinessman.

'Eo~

Services available to those
wishing to start a business irl·
elude free small-busines~
counseling, assistance wilh
business start-ups, choosing a
record-keeping system and advice on Small Business Ad•
ministration programs.
The business counseling
covers areas such as financial
planning, management techniques and personnel. This
assistance will help to improve
profits and start or expand a
business.
"A business plan is an ex·
cellent working tool," Mill.e r
said. "Actually, it's something
you have to have if you want
outside financing. H the client
does not have such a plan, the
SBDC can help in the development of one." ·
Miller said the SBDC's
assistance does not stop with
the business plan. H a client
has an established business and
wants to expand, the center
staff can review the business's
financial position and provide
marketing guidance.
Miller said 90 percent of all
small businesses fail within the
first two years.
"Our services are geared
primarily toward seeing that it
doesn't happen," she said.
Anyone wishing to benefit
from SBDC may call 762-2856
for more information.
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Females should be
given equal wages

Hemdon thanks all
for many kind gifts
To the Editor:
I want to take this
opportunity to thank the MSU
Alumni Association and the
Student Alumni Association
for the lovely farewell
reception they sponsored for
me on Sept. 17 at the Currie
Center. I especially appreciate
those who came by, made
contributions
to
the
scholarship BAA establiahed
in my name, or who gave me
other gifts or remembrances.
Thanks are in order as well
to the Development and
Alumni staff' members who
coordinated the reception, one
of a long list of special
kindnesses.

The faculty and staff of America's institutions
of higher education, including Murray State
University, should be given equal pay for equal
work regardless of gender.
Even though the concept of gender equity in the
pay scale is nice in theory, it is unfortunately not
a reality. Some figures show that women's
percentages of men's earnings for year-round,
full-time workers has increased. What these
figures do not show is the fact that men's wages
were dropping during the same time period.
According to 1990 Census Bureau data, women
earned 71 percent of what their male
counterparts did across all occupations. Even
though this was an all-time high and an increase
from 68 percent in 1989 and 60 percent 10 years
ago, these figures do not show that men's
incomes had been declining for the three-year
period prior to this study.

I'm also grateful to the
many students, faculty, ataft'
and alumni who have sent
cards, notes and letters to me.
I 'm putting these in a
scrapbook aa a reminder of
all the wonderful people with
whom I've had the opportunity
to work during my 11 yean at
.Murray State. Thank you for
your support, your cooperation
and your friendship. I mise

Female educators are not immune to this wage
discrimination. According to the 11th annual
salary survey conducted by Working Woma.n
magazine in 1990, male professors at public
colleges and universities earned $47,140 on
average in 1988-89, while female professors
earned an average of only $45,610. Male associate
professors grossed $37,730, and females in the
same ~osition made $36,240~ Assistant professors
made $31,610 if they were male and $29,800 if they
were female. Working Woman staff got its
information from Academe, Bulletin of the
American Association of University Professors.
Granted, this is only a difference of between
$1,000 and $2,000 in each case, but the amount ?f
difference is not the real problem. The problem 1s
that there is any difference at all. Those who
make up the pay scale seem to be saying that
. women with the same credentials as men still do
I inferior work which is not true. In many cases,
women either do the same quality or superior
work in comparison with their male colleagues.

!I
1

The only differences that there should be in pay

I scales should center around experience. Pay

Ishould go up with each additional year of
Iexperience on a job. Basing pay on gender ha~ no
I logical

basis. If male wages are on the decline,
now would be the time to make male and female
wages equal, when the gap between them is
I smaller.

I
I
I

: In a country that boasts equality, it· is a shame
: that women are still the victims of wage
l discrimination. If they can do the work that men
: do, they should be paid the same rate of pay. To
not give them this benefit is injustice.
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POINT AND COUNTERPOINT

Activity fee too high for services
Is anyone out there going to
see $75 worth of campus plays
this year? I think not. I don't
even think anyone could
spend that much if they went
to every play on campus and
paid full price.
It seeme that :Munay State
gave a little and took a lot
when they raiaed the student
activity fee from $55 to $130
this 18Dleeter. Sure, playa on
campus are free to ltudenta
now, but only a small
percentage of students ever
have the desire to go see a
play.

especially those for colds,
that Student Health Services
was able to provide in the
past because they were unable
to afford going off -campus to
a doctor and pharmacy.

The positive act of waiving
the charge for playa was
negated by the fact that other
services on campus have
been reduced. For instance,
Student Health Services can
no longer give out medicine.
.Many students depended on
the types of medicines,

Another student activity
area that is lacking in ita
service to students is Carr
Health. The hours of
operation are not conducive
to most students' schedules.
Carr Health seems to be open
when students have classes,
tests or homework up to their

PATRICIA
CASH
Viewpoint
Editor

eyeballs but not on the
weekends when students
have time for recreational
activities. It is not so bad
when it is warm outside, but
a great majority of the school
year ia during cold weather
when going outside for
recreational activity is moat
unpleuant.
Even though Carr Health ia
open some on the weekends,
the hours are very limited.
Some areas of Carr Health
are even more limited. The
swimming pool hours are
extremely limited, and most
students don't even know
that Carr Health houses a
gymnastics room that never
seems to be open.
Murray State needs to
learn a more balanced form
of give and take. I don't
know about anyone else, but I
don't feel I am getting $130
worth of student activities.

Increased fee helps with budget

Murray State University
Murray, Kentucq 42071

Michele Carlton

you.

I hated the first play I ever... COMMENTARY
saw. It was a production of ~~~~~~~....;..._ _ __
Pinocchio, and I was maybe
all of 6 or 7 years old. My
first-grade class had taken a
KRISTIE
field trip to none other than
HELMS
right here at Murray State
Editor in
University, in some sort of
Chief
eft'ort to culturize (is that a
word?) kids from the backside
of Possum Trot.
we were required to see The
To be honest, I did like the Tempest . Give me a break.
play itself - what my little Shakespeare is difficult to
mind could comprehend of it, even read when you have the
that is. But, I was forever chance to go back over every
turned off by theatrical third word and make sure you
productions when every other understand a passage.
kid in the class got to shake
The second that curtain
Pinocchio' a hand at the end of went up I was spellbound .
the play. Granted, I was in the Every element of the
bathroom at the time, but all production fa scinated me,
the same, I was very from the fabulous set and
disappointed over the whole lighting to the voices and
thing.
actions of the actors.
It wasn't until I was in
Now other Murray State
eoJlege that I gave the theater, University students have that
or was more accurately forced chance too, since this year
to give the theater, another try students are admitted free of
when I signed up for SAT 104, charge to theat er productions.
The Theatrical Experience. I This not only aUows students
really wasn't into theater; I who enjoy the theater to see
juat needed another general production s, but also allows
elective. But, I got more than those who don't the opportunity
I bargained for r.·om that to open their minds a bit more
class, I found a love for the and explore forms of
theater.
entertainment other than
In order to pass the course, television sit-coms.

Whether or not this change
in admission price for
students had anything to do
with the raise in the student
activity fee ia
really
irrelevant. As was explained
several times last semester,
the raise in fees was not
meant to be seen as a way to
i ncrease actual student
activities or services. The fee
increase was meant to be and
acts as merely a tuition
surcharge. This university,
hit with drastic budget cuts in
state funding, could not
actually raise tuition since it
is set by the state. Instead, the
univer sity increased the
student activity fee in order to
help offset those cuts.
So for those students who
plan never to set foot in a
Murray State theater, rest
assured that the $75 a
semester increase in the fee
that we are paying is not all
g oing directly into the
theater's coffers. It is going to
fill the hole dug by our state
legislators when they decided
funding of higher education
was l ess impor tant t han
Lexington horse farms or
University of Kentucky ball
gam es.

My new position aa
coordinator of the Calloway
County Schools Family
Resource Center is an
exciting and challenging
opportunity to make a real
difference in the lives of
children and families in our
area. If' you need to contact me
by phone, please call753-3070.
Correspondence DlBY be aent
to the Family Resource
Center, Rt. 6 Box 57AA,
Murray, ~. 42071.
Thanks
again
for
everything. Please stay in
touch.
Donna Herndon

Measles still being
reported to MSU
Health Services
To the Editor:
The statewide meaale1
epidemic which infected moat
of the
colleges
ancl
universities in Kentucky tbia
past year is still makiq
itself known. On Sept. 18, a
Murray State student waa
reported to have meaalee.
Measles is a hi1hly
contagious disease and can
result
in
seriou1
complications, particularly
in young adults. Early
symptoms include a red
rash, fever, runny 11018, red
eyes and a cough.
MSU Health Servicu joina
the Kentucky Department of
Public Health Berricea and
the American College Hulth
Association in atrongly
recommending that college
students receive two doNa of
live measles vaccine unleu
they were born before 19M.
If' you have been upoaed to
measles,
quick
immunization is hirhly
effective in interruptina the
dieeaae process.
It is extremely important
that you know what
immunizations you have
received and when you
received them. Check witli
your private physician en'
your local public health
department
for
thie
information. If you need
additional immunization, we
encourage you to make an
appointment with your public
health department for the tree
immunization as soon aa
pouible.
Health
Services
ia
available for additional
information or to anewer
queationa Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to noon ancll
to 4:30 p.m. Call HealthLine
at 762-3809.
Sincerely,
Judith R. Lyle, RN, C
Certified College Health
Nune
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:Women breaking down job barriers
and effort they put into work, she said.
-xt•s (salary) pretty much by your own determination," she said.
Kopperud said there seems to be more men
working in the corporate real estate field, but
many women work in both the residential and
commercial real estate fields.
Another busine88 in which women have narrowed the gap is the art field.
Emma Story, co-owner of The Gallery in
Murray, said she estimates that there are more
women than men in her field now.

By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

When Kathy Hodge first entered the job
she was shocked when she could not
find a job because of her gender.
1 Her incident occurred 20 years ago, but
times have changed, she said.
"When I first got out of school, I couldn't
,find a job because I was a woman,• Hodge said.
t
Hodge, director of public relations for the
•Murray-Calloway County Hospital, said during
l her.first encounter with gender discrimination,
she was not aware that an employer could not
discriminate on basis of sex.
,
"I do not personally experience the same
; type of discrimination now as when I first started (working)," Hodge said. "I think looking back
;- that I would not stand for that now."
I
Her story is an example of how attitudes
Sally Alexander, chairman of the Murray
' have changed for working women, but the genIndependent School Board, said she believes
' der barrier has not completely been broken in
that individuals should use their talents and try
.. some fields.
to do the best job regardless of gender.
..
During Hillary Clinton's recent campaign
"People are people: Alexander said. *'We all
1
stop in Paducah at a vocational-technical
think and act alike."
" school, a reporter pointed out that there was not
Alexander was elected to the Murray chairgender equity in the cosmetology class or the
manship after Sid Easley resigned as chairman
.. carpentry shop class.
to accept a position with the Murray State
11
"! think that there are certain professions
University Board of Regents effective J uly 1.
that have been traditionally male or female
She said she was nominated for the position by
• dominated, and people ought to be able to pura male and the motion was seconded by another
sue the profession that is right for them - what- male.
ever that is," Clinton said.
The Murray school board is now made up of
.
"I think we need.to get beyond stereotypes
three females and two males. She said when
• and permit people to be whoever God meant for she was elected, the board was composed o!
. them to be and have opportunities to develop
three males and two females.
• their own QQ<l-given talent, whatever that may
"So far, it's been good working conditions,"
., be," Clinton said.
·
Alexander said.
Other females in leadership roles echoed
Women are breaking traditional roles in
Clinton's statement.
~'market,

i

~ideal

Illustration by MARK ADAMS

politics aa well.
For the November election, approximately
30 women are running for U.S. House of
Representatives or U.S. Senate seats. Only 24
women currently hold a Congressional seat.
-:I think it's great," Alexander said about
women getting involved in politics. •1 think it's
just another step for women to get involved in
everyday affairs."
One area in which females have narrowed
the gender gap is in some forms of business.
The real estate business has gender equity,
said Kathy Kopperud, a sales associate with
Kopperud Realty of Murray.
-rhia is one profession where women have
an opportunity to go straight to the top,"
Kopperud said.
The real estate business is one in which
saleapeople work on a commission basis and
tb.ua the pay is retlective of the amount of time

f

:Equal pay?
·Women faculty paid less than counterparts at MSU
By KRISTIE HELMS
Edtor In Chief

Although such issues as the
Equal Rights Amendment and
equal pay for equal jobs were
major issues across campuses
in the late sixties and early
seventies, the gender equity
movement has seemed, for
many, to go the way of bell
bottomed pants and polyester
double-knit.
According to 1990 Census
Bureau· data, women earn 71
percent of what their male
counterparts do across all
occupations. That discrepancy
can also be seen on college
campuses across the nation.
In 1990, male faculty members at public colleges and
universities earned, on the
average, $1,610 more per year
·than did their female ,counterparts, according to an issue of
Working Woman magazine.
Murray State University is
also following this nation-wide
·trend, according to figures
reported by Peggy Guyton, a
Murray State research clerk.
In 1991-92, male Murray
State faculty members with
nine-month contracts, on the
average earned $39,971.48
while
females
earned
$31,888.78, for a difference of
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$8,082.70. This figure includes
the salaries of professors,
associate professors, assistant
professors, instructors and lecturers, according to Guyton's
report.
In Kentucky, the average
pay of full-time faculty members at public four-year institutions is $88,818, according
to the Chronicle on Higher
Education's Almanac. Murray
State female faculty members
with nine-month contracts,
earn $6,930 less than this
state-wide average while their
male counterparts earn $1,053

Gender equity
lacks definition
eounds to the schools. But for
:member school Ohio State
It would be easier to find a University, adding a
needle in a ~ystack than try woman's sport could be a
to define gender equity as it financial drain to the system• .
N,lates to colle(e a;thletics.
~met ."'.· ~· fll4if\ng a ·~~, ~~M ,.
·· For. the Oh1o :Valley , m•liln an ena to f\uiding for. ,,.
, Conference, :finding that de~~ .: male aport, said Pliyllie.
nition has been the., problem . . Bailey, assistant d.irector Of
For its members, meeting women's athletiC&.
..,
NCAA ...mandates on gender
Currently, the school b
equality meant adding p~ to add women's socwomen's softball, It also cer to the list of sports ~·
.meant increasing scholar- sChool funds.
,
ships in women's volleyball
•we are looki.ng at other
and women's basketball.
ways to define gender equiDan Bebee, OVC commie· ty," she said.
·
sioner, said much of the past
Other ways of meeting the
year's legislation has been standards, she said, could be '
geared towardS gender equi- just comparably tunding
ty. He said the problem, women's athletics to men's
though, is still fuuling a defi- athletics and offering th&
nition.
same amount of facilities for
~e do not know what gen- both sexes. For a university
dar equity means yet," he that currently bas one of the
said.
.
largest athletic departments
The OVC, h()wever, is not in the nation, though, adding ·
the only oJie ti-ying to find a ·another sport is not appeas·
definition, <>r taking the mat- ing.
.
· ters into its own hands.
"Ohio State is lOoking
By 1997, members of the very seriously at whether: it
Big Ten Athleti~ Conference can continue to field 31
must have a ratio of 60-40. sports," she said.
Sixty percent of sports for
men and 40 percent fqr
Please see GENDER
women.
Page 14A
At least that is the way it
Sports Edl1or

Men and women appear to be equal In the number that attend Institutions of higher education.

-

w.t.t.b. repre~tentatl~s of(al't) compa~

nies which 90 percent of the time is female,"
Story said.
Story said there are three art gallery stores
in Murray and two out of three are run by
women; the other is TUil by a man. The twothirds to one-third estimate seems to apply to
national figures as well, Story said.
She said she attended a national art dealers' conference in Washington, D.C. recently
and men were outnumbered.
On the other hand, there are some professions in which men seem to be promoted faster
than women.
"What we tend to see is that men tend to
rise higher and faster into management positions and are compensated for it," Hodge said.
But, some professions are dominated by
women, and males are the minority. One of
these professions is nursing.
Hodge said she has noticed more males
entering the field, but they are not becoming
nurses in "droves."
-x certainly see more male students in the
program than when I started 15 years ago,"
Hodge said.

more than the average.
Although there is no direct
guideline regulating the
salaries of Murray State's
male and female faculty members, the salary raises are set
University-wide by the Board
of Regents, Anita Lawson,
assistant to the president,
said.
"Each college has a system
in that college for awarding
raises, so you have to speak
generically," she said. "The
Board of Regents sets a budget guideline that inclu d es
salaries for the year, but final

recommendations in terms of
facu lty members' raises is
decided within that college.•
In addition to receiving the
Board's set raise for satisfactory performance, faculty
members may a l so receive
merit pay raises, Lawson said.
"With merit pay increases,
r esearch and publication is
one part of it, but there is also
a teaching and service component of it that are also considered," abe said.
In the Regents' 1992-93 budget guidelines, there were no
salary increues, Lawson said.

Female stereotypes begin to end in today's world
Sometimes it seems that
life is always two steps
forward and one step back.
That's how many view the
role of women in today's
society. It's sad, but it is true
at times.
About 40 years ago,
women were not expected to
work outside their homes.
'lltey were expected to be like
June Cleaver and stay home
and bake cookies for their
children as well as having
dinner on the table for their
husband when he came home

from work each night.
Slowly, throughout the years,
that stereotype has changed thank goodness.
There's nothing wrong
with women who want to stay
home and be devoted to their
children and husband, but
women now have an option to
balance a job, husband and
family - successfully. And
many more women are
working outside the home
while balancing family and a
husband.
For an example, just look ·

LEIGH
LANDINI
Associate
Editor

at Hillary Clinton, the wife of
Democratic presidential
candidate Bill Clinton. She ia
a lawyer, an advocate for
children, a wife and a
mother. She's found time to

balance a successful legal
career with all these other
factor&, and now she's
campaigning for her
h usband's presidential bid.
She's just one of millioll8 of
women who are balancing
several roles successfully.
Although it may seem that
women have made progress
in several areaa such as
breakina' stereotypes, there
are atill problema that we face
when we enter tbejob market.
·
Many -,.an qo, the role
of women in the workplace

was viewed as clerical or
support services.
Unfortunately, that stereotype
still holds true for some
professions such as politics.
During my internship on
Capitol Hill this summer, I
worked for a male
congressman, but the
majority of his staff was
female. Much of his staff
work involved clerical skills
such as filing or writing
constituent letters as well as
researching the legislative
issues.

A closer look at issues in the news

..

The bright spot is that
women are taking on more
active roles in politics instead
ofjust sitting back on the
sideli.Des supporting their
husbands. Now, many
women are either running for
office or actively
campaigning as if they were
running for the office
'
themselves.
Politics is just one area in
which progress toward gender
equity has been made, but we
still have a long and hard
road ahead of us.
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Student Government Association Senate
acts as representative voice on campus

Parking problem
addressed at
SGAmeeting
Staff Report

By MICHELE CARL TON
News Editor

For some Murray State
students legislation is a way
of life.
These students ar e the
elected body of the MSU
Student Senate.
Todd Logsdon, pr esident of
SGA, said the Senate is just a
part of the Student Goverment
Association.
"The Senate is just the
legislative branch of S.G.A.,"
he said.
According to the Student
Senate by-laws, the senate
has "the power to pass
resolutions, bills, rules and
to implement and maintain
any programs consistent
with the SGA purpose."
The Senate consists of two
elected senators from each
college and six senators atlarge.
These Senate members and
the members of the executive
council, have the right to
vote.
The executive council consists of the president, vice
president, secretary and
treasurer of SGA.
The Senate also consists of
two freshmen representatives
and standing committees.
According to the by-laws
these committees include:

Student Government Association 1992-93 ~===
'·

President Todd Logsdon
VIce .President Brian Van Horn
secretary Mark Wh itake·r
Treasurer Jason Hawkins

~enators

Chad Bratschi, Alison Ward
Rennie Church, Ashley Lamar
Kelly Hopper, Michelle Corbin
Amy Fennel, Robbie Hinkebein
Kim Dirks,.Melanie ,.Cron
Breece Hayes, Jeff Ezell
Tonja Day, Traci Hamlin, Traci
Forbes, Chad Angle, Brian
Wilmurth, Sara Thompson

Humanistic Studies
Business &., Public Affairs
Education .· .,.
Science
Fine Arts & Communication
lncj~stry & 1eqhnology
Senators at Large

:.:.

Senate Chairs
Electiorl/'Ways &. Means
Publications
University Affairs
, Judicial Board

James Woodyard
Mark Miller
Shannon Barnhill
Mark Bates
Grap hic by HEATHEA BEGLEY

Election/Ways and Means:
responsible for the drafting,
verification and publication
of all bills, amendments, bylaws and resolutions which

come before the Senate;
University Affairs:
responsible for research and
investigation of items referred to that committee by

Factory Discount Shoes
753-9419
Located downtown on the square
Women Men
~.!'J.r(!j \&®Ir)]l canvas $23.95 $27.95
~

~lr®~®lrriD. leather

Congratu{ations
Pi Kappa Alpha on a terrific
Pigout!

• Faculty and staff:
decreased by 57.
• Commuter students:
increased by 267.
• Curris Center :
decreased by 31.
.aesidence halls north
complex: decreased by
170.
• Brown permits:
decreased by 206.
•Purple permits: increased by 40.
• Handicapped: decreased by 43.
• Motorcycle: decreased
by 20.

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Delicious Blckory-Smoked Bar-B-Q

A

~

·- ·

~...

Friday It Saturday
Night Buffet
BBQ Rlb•, Flab ,Chicken,
&: Country Bam

$33.95

canvas $27.95 $29.95

r :r . ..,, -. ~

"4 ~Ui..,d.L-., :. -~ .... : . :..

~\Wll~~ leather ~1:95

$44.95

The sisters of AI ha Delta Pi

Prices starting at $3.25

S erving: tJJrealifast, Lunch, and 'Dinner
Locatea on g.£ 641
RESERVE

Editor's Note: This rs the first story of
a three part series on the Student
Government Association

Public safety director
Joe Green talked about
the parking situation at
Murray State University
with the Student Govern·
ment Association's stu·
dent senate at its weekly
meeting Wednesday.
Green said the University has added 300 spaces
this year, and that it also
is improving the existing
lots on campus.
"The lot at 16th and
Olive streets and the lot in
front of White Hall are be·
ing blacktopped," he said.
Green said MSU has bad
a decrease in the number
of perinits sold this year 206 less than in .l991-92.

The place ain't fancy, but It abo Ia 1004 fooclf

~ ~Wlll~~

JE

the senate or executive committee;
Finance: accountable for
distribution and approval of
all requests for SGA funds;

Publications and Literature: responsible for t h e
publication and distribution
of the student telephone
directory, infor mational
pamphlets, the campus
planner and other publications necessary.
Two joint committees are
also associated with th e
Senate.
The University committee
consists of student repr esentatives selected by the
executive council from the
members of the Senate.
The academic council consists of six senators representing each college with the
most votes from their college.
Logsdon said the Sen ate
represents the student body.
"We are the representative
voice of all student government to the University, the
Board of Regents and to the
state. We will handle any
issue affecting the student,"
he said.
Logsdon said the best way
to learn about the senate is to
get involved.
The Student Senate meet s
every Wednesday at 5 p.m.
in the Curris Center Barkley
Room .

806 Chesnut

TRAINING

CORPS

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE

i

Dnve. lqtensuy. Those aren't words
you're likely to see tn many course
requuements. Then agaan. Anny ROTC
is unhke any o. ther elect. tve . It's.
hands·on excitement. ROTC wlll
A
challenge you mentally and physt·
cally through mtense leadership
tmnmg. Tratmng that builds chat·

•

'a cte r, s elf-confidence and declalon·
making s k ills. Again, wor ds o ther
courses s e ldom use . But they're the
credits you need to succee d In life.
ROTC is open to freshmen and
sop homorenrithout obli;alion and
require s about 4 hours per we ek.
Requterthis term for Army ROTC.

•en~iJ~!<t

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTESTMJJR

COURSE YOU CD 'liKE.
For more information contact
Capt. Todd Harrison at 762-4123

783-0045

Homecoming
Queen
Elections

759-1648

OFFICERS '

-

· '· (,i~:.l"..LA.~~..Y

2nd Floor
Curris Center
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SACS encourages students' voice
should work on," Lalicker
said.
"The University has disStudents may see them on
tributed
2,100 questionnaires
the first floor of Sparks Hall.
to
students
this semester. The
They are also located at tli'i'"
circulation desk in Water- last day for the quesfield Library or inside the tionnaires is around the
28 (of September)," Lalicker
physical plant.
said.
What are they?
Coy Harmon, dean of libSurvey boxes or SACS raries, said the process is
(Southern Association of going very well so far.
Colleges and Schools) with
"The survey allows the
questionnaires
are being University to see what we're
distributed across campus to
encourage students, faculty doing at Murray State and
and staff to voice their allows us to see what, if
opinions about Murray State anythingnteing we need to
change," Harmon said.
University.
The five committees within
Ranging in topic from the
SACS
include the Self Steerstate of academics to safety
ing
Committee,
which serves
procedures on campus, the
to
guide
all
other
SACS allow the University to in the survey; committees
the Edmake a self-study of how ucational Progress Commitwell its job is being done tee, which tells how
before accreditation.
effectively students are being
The questionnaires are taught; the
Instructional
being distributed among a Effectiveness Committee,
broad range of upperwhich oversees how well the
classmen of different back- University is meeting the
grounds to ensure the guidelines that are proposed;
democratic process.
the Educational Support SerWilliam Lalicker, assistant professor of English and vice, which oversees student
editor of the self-study, said services such as the libraries
the process is done every 10 and student affairs; the Adyears to ensure that the ministrative Process ComUniversity is following all mittee checks the finances of
the rules and guidelines that the University.
The committees handle all
have been set for the the
SACS questionnaires and
education process.
operate with 137 members on
"I think that by doing the various committees on UniSACS survey the University versity governance and
can discover the problems we policies .
StaH Writer

Missy Yeiser, a junior printing management major
from Evansville, Ind., took time out this week to fill
out a SACS questionnaire.
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Multicultural Center open house
Murray State University's new Multicultural Cente1· will
hold an open house today. The center, supported by the Office
of Minority Student Affairs, is located behind the game room
on the first floor of the Curris Center.
For more mformation, call the MSU Office of Minority Stu·
dent Affairs at 762-6836.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meeting. The English Student Organization will meet at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday in Room 409 of Faculty Hall.
• Lecture. Nolan Richardson, head basketball coach at the University
of Arkansas, wilt give a lecture at 7 p.m. Wednesday In the Curris
Center Ballroom.
• Theatre Production. Murray State University Theatre wilt present
the comedy "The Nerd," today and Saturday, and Oct. 1·3 at 8 p.m. In
the Johnson Theatre of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission is
$6 for senior citizens, $4 for students and free for MSU students with
ID. Call 762-4421 or 762-3167 for tickets or information.

1

• Meeting. MSU Academic Team will meet at 6:30 p.m. every Thurs·
day on the third floor of Curris Center. Anyone with a GPA of 2.0 or bet·
ter is invited.
'
• Meeting . Student Law Association will have a meeting at 4 p.m.
Oct. 7 in the Cumberland Room of the Curris Center.

~

Homecoming Special!

Ht!l Yliplia Sigma YllpliaS ~

10°/oorr

5th Annual

Softball Saturday
October 10

Hair and Nail
Services
With Vald MSU I D
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r u..day.S.turdlly f(1 a.m.-5 p.m.
Lite Appoin tments Available
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Murray State University Office of School Relations will "-•
host Fall Senior Days on Saturday and on Nov. 21.
Fall Senior Day is designed to give high school $eniors an
opportunity to become acquainted with programs at Murray ' •
State. Any high school senior and his or her family may
attend.
Registration for the days begins at 12:30 p.m. Saturday and .
at 8:30a.m. on Nov. 21 on the first floor of the Curris Center. ·
For more information, calll-800-272-4678 Ext. 1 or locally
762-2896.
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Fall Senior Day

By PAM DIXON

Photo by RON RUGGLES
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NEWSBRIEFS

Big B Cleaners
753-9525

GO RACERS!!!

#2 Dixieland Center

Central Shopping Center
In front of W al Mart

...

(502) 753-0882

·-------------------

-

------

------------------~

®

Next to C8.Dlpus!

1
REMEMBER-DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

SOMETHING NEW
WSRR

1 0°/o Discount
with valid MSU ID
while placing order.

STUDENT RUN RADIO

Sunday - .James Carlton p lays Contemporary Christian

,..

M onday - Jermy Nott plays Alternative Rock
Tuesday - Jeremy Bland plays Top 40 Rock
Wednesday - Mark GrWin plays Heavy M etal
Sean Walker plays Hip-Hop Rap
Thursday- Eric Hagin plays SoWld tracks and
Alternative Rock

CABLE . CHANNEL 11

:

•'

t

SUNDAY - THURSDAY
6:30 - 10 P.M.
HOTLINE 762 - 4739

TACO
'BELLa
,

Not good with any other offer.
'----------------------------·--------------------' ,___

·--

.._,..

:~F.~~e_a_A__________________________________~----------~-=
N.l~u=r=r.~a~y~S~ta==te~N~ew~~s--------------------------------------~S~e~p~
oo~m~oo~r~2~5,~1~99~2

Food Services

MUMS fresh and silk

-Offers new plans

$15 and up

:•JIJ HERB BANKS

Full Servtce Florist

'~;(If W riter

Murray State students often h ave
misconceptions about the new board plans
9ffered by food services.
.... Many of these students are underclassmen
and are new to campus.
•, Sales of the declining balance plans have
risen from 13,000 plans sold to 16,000.
~ · Bill Benriter, director of food services, said
the reason for the increase is because of
required board plans.
"Freshmen and sophomores who live in
campus housing are required to have a meal
plan and that can be declining balance,"
Benriter said .
•.He said he is pleased with the business food
services is doing this year.
"Alth ough housing numbers are down and
ours are up it looks like we are doing
extremely well because of the required plan. "
Benriter said.
"Juniors and seniors a re not required to
have a board plan unless they live in a
residence hall."
A new plan, the Any-5, has been very successful, Benriter said.
'iThe Any-5 plan was able to work because
students wanted a more flexible plan that is
less expensive, but includes more meals,"
he said.

609 S . 4Tii ST.
7153-9514
Monday-Friday 8 a.m .-5 p .m .
Saturday 8 a.m.-noon
Photo by RON RUGGLES

HEALTH SERVICES CAREER DAY
Representatives f rom Wester n Baptist Hospital Vicki Rector, R.N.,
clinical manager of the emergency department and Sharrie
Thompson, R.N., surgical and vascular clinical manager talked to
MSU nursing students at Healt h Services Career Day. Laura Shelp,
a nursing studen t from Washington, and Barbara Porter and Cheri
Gregory, bot h senior nursing maj ors from Marion received
Information about health careers.
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By AMY GREWE

\
Photo by RON RUGGLES

Matt Gardner, a junior civil engineering technology major from Princeton, and Dana
Hanna, a graduate student In English from Murray, performed a skit on date rape at
the women·s symposium Tuesday.

"We really focused at
making healthy choices and
having healthy relationships," said Louise Anderson, a registered nurse at
Murray State. "We also spent
some t ime talking a bout
sexuality from a historical
perspective.''
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Assistant News Editor
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Judicial Board

Chairman

110 N. 12th St.

Start your WEEKEND off right with
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753 -1515

Candidates for
U.S. Representative
<ile111oci-at <fo111 <Barlow
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Republica:Q Steve Ha111rick
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vvill debate
Thurs. Oct. 8 .
at 7~00 p.Ill.
CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM- EVERYONE WELCOME/
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The Women 's Center of
Murray St a te Universi ty
sponsored a symposium entitled, "A Woman's Sex Life:
A Look at What's Good For
You," Tuesday, Sept. 22 at
2:30 p.m. in the Currie Center
Barkley Room.
The pr ogram discussed
such issues as body image,
body response, how to make
healthy sexual choices and
issues related to building
healthy relationships.
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Symposium
focuses on
women today
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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Arts and
Entertalnment

Editor

Renand

Stirrpy may~
be doomed

{Left) Todd Hatton, a junior theater major from Paducah, portrays Willum Cubbert in
the Murray State University Theatre production of The Nerd. He looks on In disbelief
as his life Is being ruined by a surprise houseguest who overstays his welcome.
(Above) Deanne Myers, a freshman home economics major from Murray, plays Tansy
Mcginnis, Wlllum's girlfriend. She tries to rid Wlllum's life of The Nerd, played by
Rick Jobs, a graduate student from Murray. Tansy tries to convince him that she and
Wlllum watch apples turn brown for entertainment. The play runs tonight and
tomorrow and Oct. 1-3 in the Johnson Theatre in the Price-Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Nerd' is coming
By KRIS LAWRENCE

I

Arts and Entertainment Editor

and KATHY EIDSON

t Staff Writer
.

Those who see Murray State
University's first theatrical
production this semester are in
for a laugh.
The Nerd is a story of a man,
~ Rick Steadman, played by Rick
1 Jobs, a graduate student from
{ Mp.rray, who ·o ~er.stays his
welcome during a visit. Rick's
host, Wi11um Cubbertj is played
by Todd Hatton, a junior
; tlieate1· major from Paducah.
j Willum's life was saved by Rick
i in Vietnam, but the two have
~ never met.
\ Tansy McGinnis. played by
i Deanne Myers, a freshman

1

home economics major from tonight and Satur day and Oct.
Murray, is a local weather girl 1-3 at 8 p.m. in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre in the Priceand Willum's girlfriend.
Axel, played by Sean Flynn, a Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admisfreshman theater major from sion to the perfopnance is $6 for
Dyer sburg, Tenn., is Willum's adults, $5 for senior citizens, $4
neighbor.
for students and free to Murray
Willum's chief client as an ar - State students with a valid ID.
" The Nerd is probably the
chitect is Warnock Waldgrave,
played by J ohn Fritts, a senior funniest play I've ever worked
public relations major from with," Valent ine said. "It's pro... Morganfi~ld. His wife, Cl~lia, is bably one of t he hottest contemplayed by Tisn Usher, a senior . porary plays being run."
theater major from Murray,
Jobs sees his t itle role as beand they have a child named ing simply defined.
Thor. Thor is played by Reed
"I just come in and wreak
Johnson, a fourth-grader from havoc with the rest of the cast ,''
he said. ''My costume is wretchCarter Elementary.
The production was written ed, it's horrible. I just hope no
by Larry Sl\.ue and is directed one recognizes me."
by Robert Valentine. It will r un
Valent ine has a theory a bout

Singer missing vocal chord to perform
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

What happens when a person's trachea and esophagus
are sliced in two and he is left
unable to speak? If that person is Mitchel Dane, he
records an album and tours
the United States.
In 1982, Dane, then 14, was
riding his motorcycle
alongside a wooded area near
Lutesville, Mo. He ran into a
wire that had been placed
across the path and was nearly decapitated.
His friends rushed to call
Dane's father and an ambulance. His father arrived
first and began administering
CPR. Neither he nor the ambulance personnel could find
a pulse. Dane has said that
emergency meclical technicians told his father to stop
trying to save him, that Dane
was already dead.
Surgeons at St. Francis
Hospital were able to 1·evive
him, however. Dane went
through 33 operations on his
throat but was still forced to
use a trachea tube in his neck
to allow him to breathe.

MITCHEL DANE

To perform at BSU

For two years following the
accident, Dane was unable to
speak. Eventually, he was
able to talk, but only in a loud
whisper. Three years later he
decided to get the tube removed from his throat. Doctors
warned him that since one of
his vocal chords also had to be
removed, he would never
speak again.
A few months later, Dane
began feeling vibrations in
his vocal chord. With prac-

tice, he was able to speak
again and eventually sing.
He has r ecorded a Contemporary Christian album, titled S tarry Nights, and will
perform songs from it in a
concert Thursday at Murray's
Baptist St udent Union .
Mi c hell e Keefe, an
associate intern at the BSU,
said the concert is the
Union 's con t r ibution to
Homecoming.
"The concert is a ser ies of
songs and stories about
( Dan e's) p ersona l experiences," she said.
Dane uses his music and
t he fact that medical science
cannot explain his ability to
speak to minister t o churches,
youth groups and college
campuses.
"Mitchel Dean is an incr edibly creative artist who
impacts the lives of many people. His music is also very
upbeat, so you can dance to
it,'' said Keefe, a senior
organizational communications major from Clarksville,
Tenn.
The concert begins at 6 p.m.
Admission is free.

FII<Si

"nerdalistic tendencies."
''Nerdalistic tendencies are
behaviors and appearances
which would cause an average
rational citizen to view that
person as being strange or
socially incompetent," Va Ientine said.
He said everyone has these
tendancies and that they will
help the audience to relate to
the play.
''I'm very similar to Willum.
I'm sloppy, disorganized and
can be very discommoding to
people," Valentine said. ''This
play would be a disaster
without our production staff."
Jobs said the fact that he is
"not the most polite person in
the world" helped him with the

For anyone near a TV
Friday nights, Picket Fences
is unbelievable.
In the opening scene of the
pilot which aired last week,
role.
Fritts said he was the typical the Tin Man dropped dead in
the middle of a local theater
band nerd.
" Band was my life. I was company's production of The
always in the band room wear- Wizard of Oz. His wife was
ing my band jacket with all of murdered by being stuffed in
those band medals," Fr itts said. a dishwasher during the
rinse cycle. The show is one
With all the nerdalistic of the most off-beat on TV. 1
tendencies that went into the
Created by David E. Kelly)
play, anything could happen.
one of the several people
l.
tesponsible for L.A.. Law, th~
·~There will definitely be added pressure and an extra source show is set in ROme, Wis. :
of energy because the students For a small town, double :
get in free this year ," Valentine murders and ser.UU killers J
said. "Since this will be the pop up way too often. But
first theatrical exper ience for that's what makes the show
most people in the audience, so unique.
\
hopefully they'll like what they
According to USA Todayr,
see and come back for the r est
the first off-shoot of this
•
of the productions."
summer's Lollapalooza Tour
is kicking off a national
tour.
The Jim. Rose Circus
I
S irleshow is beginning its t
Other p erforma nces this "E. ·eball Terrorist Tour" ~
~
season will be the Blair Wood- today.
The
two-hour
show
is
wind Quintet on Nov. 8, the
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Com- chock-full of wholesome
pany on March 2, and Duke Ell- family acts. The Torture
ington's "Sophisticated Ladies" King entertains audiences by
piercing his flesh with meat
on Aprill.
The Blair Woodwind has fre- skewers. The Amazing Mr.
quently toured the Sout h and Lifto carries weights on a
Midwest, and plays m usic line strung through a pierced
geared toward young adults as tongue, nipple, and naughty
parts. Matt the Tube drinks
well as classical selections.
The Ririe-Woodbury Dance beer and syrup through a
Company has performe d. straw in his nose and then ~
~
around the wor ld. The company tmorts it back out.
The tour shows what can
incorporates various cultura L
influences into it s happen when a great idea
like Stupid Human Tricks
performances.
·'Sophisticated Ladies," is a goes awry. And they say art
Broadway musical salute to is dead.
Duke Ellington.
Murray State students are ad·
mitted to the performances
Of the five top-grossing
free. Vickie Travis, vice presi· films of last week, an
dent for membership, said ad- overwhelming r:ero of them
mitting MSU students free could be seen in Murray.
· allows the MCMA to give back Sneakers, the highestto the university.
grossing film two weeks in a
"Mw·ray State has been very row was nowhere to be seen.
supportive of Murray Civic Neither were Captain Ron,
Music Association through the Singles, the Woody Allen
years by allowing us to use film Husbands and Wives or
Lovett Auditorium and equip- School Ties.
ment from the music departInstead of getting any of
ment,'' Travis said.
these films, Murray got A
Stranger Among Us, a cheap
knock-off of Witness
starring Melanie Griffith,
that has been out for months.
This week's batch of n ew
movies should make up for
last week's disaster.
Captain Ron, with Kurt
Russell and Martin Short
shows up. The literary epic
The Last of the Mohicans
starring Oscar-winner
Daniel Day-Lewis also starts
today. Billy Crystal makes
his directorial debut in Mr.
Saturday Night. The latter5
two .films have been picked
as early Oscar favorites. :

Concert series begins with
the Louisville Orchestra
By LIBBY FIGG
Staff Writer

The internationally known
Lou isville Orchestra is coming
to Murray.
The orchestra will open the
Murray Civic Music Association's season Wednesday at 8
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Con d uctor Lawrence
Leighton Smith led the
Louisville Orchestra at a performance in Carnegie Hall in
1989. It was the only American
orchestra invited to perform in
Carnegie H all's "Great
Ensembles in Concert" series.
Sharon Hart, vice president
for public relations for the local
m usic association, said the
group tries to have a variety of
performers each season.
"We are really excited to
have an orchestra performing
this year," she said.
Roger Reichmuth, assistant
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication, is president of the MwTay Civic Music
Association. He said booking
the Louisville Orchestra was
not very difficult because it has
a "strong committment to
make some appearances
throughout the state."
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by J(JSI-If/A

The familiar cry of
"Happy happy, joy joy" may
be no longer. Gone too may
be Log from Blammo,
Milktoast Man and the
Magic Nosegoblins.
If this means nothing to
you then don't worry, you
won't be affected, but
apparently the future of Ren
& Stimpy is in doubt.
Since the show's creator,
John Kricfalusi, failed to
produce new episodes on
time, he may be replaced.
Ifthathappens, expect a
much different sounding
Ren, as Kricfalusi also
provides his voice. This may
not even matter, because the
show might just disappear
forever.
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No. 10 MTSU invades M~rray

Narewski heads to Florida for assistant position
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Stan Narewski, head track
and cross-country coach, resign·
ed Wednesday to accept a position at the University of
Florida.
Narewski, who has spent five
years building a nationally
recognized program at Murray
State University, will take over
as assistant track and field
coach at UF in two weeks. He
leaves behind four all-Americas
and three Olympians.
Coming out of private
business to take over a failing
track program, Narewski took
eight men his first year to the
Ohio Valley Conference indoor
and outdoor championships and won both. The next year he
had 32 runners.
"He has done a fantastic job
with our program," athletic
director Mike Strickland said.
"I hope we can find someone
good enough to replace him."
Rachelle Roberts, first-year
assistant track coach, will take
over Narewski's duties until a
new head coach is named,
Strickland said.
· Over the years at Murray,

Stan Narewskl coached Murray State track to several
championships.

Narewski coached five allAmericas, four Olympians,
three World Championship
runners, four Pan-American
runners and one Commonwealth Championships
runner.
Much of that success is what
got Narewski noticed by other
schools and coaches.
"The program has not been a
well-kept secret," he said.
In fact, he did not even apply
for the job at Florida.
"It was just out of the blue,"

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

Narewski said.
Florida offered him the job
before be left for the ParaOlympics in Barcelona, Spain.
Narewski said he told the
Gators they would have to wait
until he got back from Spain
before he would visit
• Gainsville, and they agreed.
That was when he knew they
wanted him.
Making the jump from a
school of 8,000 to one of 25,000
will not be too hard for
Narewski. He said he will do
his job the same way.
"I go after good people, not
just good athletes." he said.
The biggest adjustment he
might have to make is how he
recruits. Narewski said instead
of going on a friend's word, he
might fly to see a runner and
meet his parents, trying to sell
the school.
The biggest adjustment the
Narewskis will have to make is
to the Florida weather. Bermuda shorts and polo shirts
will have to be added to
Narewskis wardrobe, he said,
and there will not be any snow
for his son.
"We will buy him a
postcard,' ' Narewski said.

Coming off of a 48-9 loss to Eastern Illinois
University does not make Murray State
University's task any easier when lOth·
ranked Middle Tennessee State University
comes to Stewart Stadium Saturday night.
The one bright spot for the Racers is that the
Blue Raiders had last week off, and coach
Mike Mahoney said that could be to his team's
advantage.
MTSU.comes into Murray with a 1-1 record,
last playing two weeks ago against the
University of Nebraska, which gave the Blue
Raiders a taste of Division 1-A football via a
48-7 beating.
The Blue Raiders' lone win was against
Ohio Valley Conference rival Tennessee State
University. But what, on paper, should have
been an MTSU blowout almost turned into a
Division 1-AA upset as TSU ran up more
than 300 yards lilgainst a young MTSU team
in a 35-31 loss.
With those two games on the books,
Mahoney said he does not see too much difference between his squad and the nationally
ranked powerhouse.
"I do not think we are physically that far
away,'' he said.
All week Mahoney has been working with
the players trying to work out the problems
that plagued the Racers against EIU. On Monday, Mahoney watched Saturday's game video
with the players but without the assistants.
On Tuesday the team did not practice until 9
p.m.
"Part of our problem is between our ears,"

''Part of our problem Is between our ears. ''
-Mike Mahoney

Mahoney .said. "That could be left over from
two losing seasons."
While watching the video of last week's loss,
Mahoney said the players didn't make excuses, but admitted they just didn't execute
the plays.
That caused the nation's leading rushing
team to net only 158 yards for the game.
Mahoney did not put the blame solely on the
offense, though. While the defense often
started with its backs to the wall, Mahoney
said there was no excuse for Eastern's
numerous scores.
"For us to have a great defense, we have got
to stop people with great field position," he
said.
To stop MTSU, Murray is going to have to
stop the passing game, a key to Blue Raider
success last year.
Murray's offense is also going to' have to
make MTSU change their play.
"If we will execute the offense, the option is
very difficult to defend," he said.
An added incentive for Murray's offense is
that the Blue Raider's defense has not faced
an option team yet.
·
"Playing well will be no consolation," he
said. "I will be real disappointed if we do not
play a good football game."

HaJI of Famers
~nouna:d
'"
."'

~aft Report

: rhree alumni will be inThursday evening into
l~ Murray State University
A~letic Hall of Fame .
.~_kike Strickland, ath letic
corector, announced Wednes·
t-hat Tommy Glover,
Jljrvey Tanner and Leon
Wurth will be added to the
27-year-old Hall.
!:It's another good year of inductees," Strickland said. "All
of this year's selections were
liighly recommended. We are
pleased to recognize their contributions to the University in
athletics."
Glover, a native of Henderson, was a record-setting
fullback for the Racers, netting
599 yards on 138 carries in
1962, and running for a schoolrecord 697 yards on 145 carries
in 1964. His 1,769 career
rushing yards and 412 carries
were school records.
' Tanner, from Starke, Fla.,
came to MSU as a defensive
back, but made his mark as a
split end, leading the nation in
receiving in 1967 with an OVCrecord 88 passes caught for
1,019 yards. His 16 receptions
agdinst Austin Peay State
University and 255 receiving
yards against Middle Tennessee State University are all·
time conference bests:
Wurht, a Paducah native,
started for the 'Breds at shortstop for three years, earning
all-OVC honors in 1974 and
1975. He set school records for
hits with 51 and runs-batted-in
with 45 as a junior in 1974. In
1975 he topped his records with
67 hits and 52 RBis while batting .404. His career batting
average of .348 ranks among
the school's top 10 all-time.
Wurth was co-captain of the
1975 OVC champion 'Breds
that posted a 40-9 record, went
to the NCAA tournament and
led the nation in batting.
(IU~ed
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Too many shoeSro;·..,...
two little feet
Enjoying the great outdoors takes the right shoes
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Assistant Sports Editor

Walking, jogging, tennis, swimming
and biking have for a long time been
recreational pastimes of the American
society. However, hiking, a relative
newcomer, is gaining popularity.
And just as in the other sports, choos·
ing the appropriate shoes could prove to
be stressful.

J't-

You're coming along, baby

~~

Wednesday, Mar1on Rheaume became the first woman to play In one of the
four major sports. playing goalie for the Tampa Bay Ughnlng. However. she is
not the only woman to flirt with the big boys.
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.,. Baseball
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No. of women who've tried out for a profeeslonal team

3

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

To some, hiking is just something else
to do, said Ed Schreader, manager of
Foot Locker in Governors Square Mall
in Clarksville, Tenn.
''To them the type of shoe doesn't
make a difference," he said.
In his job Schreader observes buyers
everyday, and says he finds that people
mainly go for style when it comes to hiking shoes.
Traditionally, not many shoe stores
sold hiking shoes. But today many of
them are meeting the needs of hiking
enthusiasts. One such store is Shoe Sensation in the Kentucky Oaks Mall in
Paducah.
Rockport, RJ Colt, Hi-Tee, K-Swiss
and Reebok are just some of the brands
offered at that outlet, store manager
Aaron Shipley said.
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"Of all these brands, I would say RJ
Colt is the most popular," he said. "It's
definitely the most functional. It's a real
hiking shoe in comparison to many of
the other brands."
Shipley said that when choosing a
good hiking shoe a buyer should look at
the thickness of the leather, the density
of the sole and the support that is in the
shoe. He said the least important factor
is how attractive the shoe is.
Some people buy shoes for fashion and
not function, Shipley said, "but there
are really some dedicated hikers who
want the shoe for what it can offer them.
These people do not care about the cost."
The prices of these shoes vary from
about $59 to as much as $139.99 for a
pair ?f K-swiss or Rockport,
respecttvely.
Shipley said the top-class shoes are
made with leather. Some of them are

made with suede and mesh, a canvas- '
like material.
"These materials are used to maintain
better breathability," Shipley said.
A lot of the shoes also contain EVA
(ethyl vinyl acetate), which Shipley said
is used mainly to stuff between the foot
and the sole of the shoe.
But whether you're a hiking en·
thusiast or simply someone who hike.s as
just another recreational activity, fin·
ding shoes for the occasion can be a
tough job.
Editor'• Note: This is the fast of a three part
series on athletic footwear.

Racer of the Week

_,

While many people are searching for ways to
enhance their athletic performances, Murray
State University athletes are being encouraged
to resort to do so the traditional wa; maintaining
,a well-balanced diet.
Team coaches advise the athletes to eat
well in order to stay healthy and injury-free, and
some even require that the athletes take body·
fat test.

Story on Page 13

Denise Donnelly, a junior setter from
Mt. Pulaski, Illinois has been named
Racer of the Week by The Murray State
News.
Donnelley, renowned as one of the
most versatile players on the volleyball
team, set a new Racer record when
she amassed 52 assists in a garne
against Southern Mississippi lastweek.
Of the three games she played in
the Pizza Hut Invitational Tournament,
Donnelly accumulated 105 assists, 22,
digs, and six kills, piloting her team to a
good showing .
DENISE DONNELLY

i.

.
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Coaches stress nutrition
By JANICE M. FULPS

does not have a game coming
up soon, it is not required to
As team sports become in· follow the diet, but it is
creasingly competitive and the recommended.
Suggested calorie
"We try to educate our kids
use of artificial stimulants are
Intake for non-ethletes
frowned upon, athletes are about nutritionS<. that they can
looking for natural ways to make the right choices for
themselves in the buffet line or
gain a competitive edge.
Murray State University in the cafeteria or whenever
athletes are becoming better they eat," Breazeale said.
educated about nutrition and
Laura Mote, a senior on the
proper dietary habits. They are team, said it is not always easy
learning what foods can to eat the right things.
enhance their athletic perfor"It's not easy because of the
mance and what foods can limited amount of money on the
jeopardize them.
Racer card and the selection of
Kelly Breazeale, head foods, especially in Fast
women's basketball coach, said Track," she said. "They are tryshe emphasizes complex car- ing, though, like with those lit- Source: PAM RICE, M.D.
bohydrates to her team. Com· tle things of salad."
plex carbohydrates are energy
Track performers have to
Besides eating habits, bodysow·ces that the women need
monitor very closely body. fat
fat
percentage
is
also
closely
for their intense training. They
percentage and complex on the team.
are found in foods such as monitored
41
They have to watch the fat," carbohydrate consumption.
vegetables, fruits and whole
Breazeale said. "It will slow They have an added worry:
grains.
dehydration.
The women start a dietary them down."
Roberts said the suggested
Murray State's track team
process called carbohydrateloading at least three days has much the same policy diet for track team members is
before a 'game. This essentially regarding nutrition. Ideal foods made up of 60 to 70 percent
is a period of "stocking up" for their athletes are the same complex carbohydrates.
"Carbohydrates are the major
with high-energy foods for the as for the women's basketball
team.
source of energy for muscle conbig game.
Rachelle Roberts, assistant traction," she said. "That's why
Pre-game meals eaten on the
road, and sometimes prepared women's cross-country and they are so critical for someone
at Winslow Cafeteria, are full track coach, advises both men such as a runner who has a
of pasta, fruits and vegetables. and women track members on high activity level."
Other teams on campus, such
When the team is at home and nutrition.

"Tips from the Dr."

Reporter

Suggested complex
carbohydrate diet for

Homecoming weekend Oct. 3 & 4 •

person weighing 125 130lbs

~
~~.

Register for prizes to be given away

• 4 servings complex
carbohydrates (bread,
cereal, fruit, vegetables)
• 3 fruits (preferably in
purest form
• 4 cups of vegetables
• 2 protein sources
• 2 dairy products

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
as the football team and the
volleyball team, do not stress
diet so much.
"There's no suggested diet at
Murray State," said Tom Simmons, football team trainer.
"They all eat at the cafeteria.
We can't help it. That's just the
way we have to do it."
Ann Davis, a freshman on the
volleyball team, said she does
not think it hurts the team by
not stressing a dietary plan.
"Nutrition is important, just
mainly to keep strength for the
game, but most of the team eats
right on their own," Davis said.

1lomecoming Specia{
300 lllinutes: $27
Dixieland Center - Chestnut Street

LBk. offers relaxation to MSU students
By S. K. PURDOM
Reporter

Books, endless hours spent in the library
and late-night studying are factors that
begin when fall semester classes resume at
Murray State University.
With each of these factors many students
develop tension and stress. A day or
w~ekend planned at TVA's Land Between
the Lakbs, enjoying camping, hiking or
biking can be therapy to the soul and help
relieve tension and stress.
Land Between the Lakes offers all of
these.
The heart of the fall season is fast approaching, and Scott Seiber, communication specialist of the LBL Information
Cent,er ~id. "The fall foilage is pr(!,bably
the best time to hike, bike or camp in LBL
because it offers good weather, beautiful

scenery and few people."
A few prerequisites need to be considered
when setting up a camp site in LBL.
Camping is permitted anywhere in LBL
except the Environmental Education Area,
Brandon Springs Resort, 200 yards of The
Trace, in or within sites of cemeteries or in
other areas as posted. When camping in
the backwoods there is a stay limit of 14
days and after this campers must relocate
to another site far enough away so none of
the previous area is used by the camper for
at least seven days.
Hiking is also a broad area that offers
many trails that can be explored at LBL.
Marked trails will point one in the right
direction. The trails marked are designed
for beginners and handicap_ped, and for
those who are more physically fit than

others a more advanced hike is offered.
The trails vary from flat-grade paced,
which is designed for handicapped, to
60-mile-long North-South Trail with fairly
steep grades.
If hiking or camping doesn't interest one,
then biking or mountain biking is a new
added option at LBL.
"Spring and fall are the best times of the
year for this sport," Seiber said.
He said weekdays during the summer
months are the best time to bike because it
avoids crowds on the most popular trails.
Off-road cycling is accessible in the
region which includes legal roads and
sometimes trails. Mountain bikes are not
allowed on LBL hiking and horseback
trails. Some exceptions are outlined in
pamphlets that may be obtained at all
welcome center stations.

...
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CHEERS
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MARTIN, TENNESSEE

•t

CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT

...'·'

EVERY WEDNESDAY

& SATURDAY NIGHT
7:30 p.111.-12 a.111.

1
THE lAST DAY TO
REGISTER TO

NO ENTRY FEE!!!
llf>D~r!UYS

& GIRLS "TINI BIKINI" CONTEST
EVERY WEDNESDAY
GREAT LOW BEVERAGE PRICES
$ 0.25 AT COURI'SIDE

ALL TEAMS PLAYING IN TOURNAMENT WIN FREE
. ADMISSION TO CHEERS

:CS .A.P.P.RO.A.C:E:CING•••

DON'T
MISS YOUR

WEEKLY WINNERS RECEIVE T-SHIRTS &
BERTH FOR TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS IN
NOVEMBER
GRAND PRIZE: $1000 IN CASH & PRIZES

STUDENTS
$3 ADMISSION
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT:
(901) 286-4858 OR (90 1) 587 -3231

CE!!
I
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Calling shots a tough job

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
MSU runs down UT-Martin

By RONDA McELROY

Chris Barr igar led a five-man barrage of the top spots as
Murray State University defeated the University of
Tennessee-Martin in cross-country Tuesday.
.
Murray State's men defeated the Pacers 17-42, capturing
five of the top six place. The women matched the men, winn·
ing five of the top seven spots enroute to a 17-44 win. Melody
Helgerson led the way for the Lady Racer's.

Reporter

The life of a sports referee involves a lot
of time and training.
An officiating hopeful typically starts at
the junior high and high school level,
before working his way to the collegiate
level - if he ever does.
Buddy Patey, supervisor of football of·
ficials for the Ohio Valley Conference, said
football officials must start with junior
high and high school B games, and then
move to the high school level.
Officials must know the rules, have good
communication skills and the courage to
deal with teams and fans, he said.
He said other things such as family and
Photo by JUD COOK
community involvement are taken into
consideration before a person is promoted Precision work Is required for referees to
to the collegiate level.
make the rtght call.
''We're looking for the best of the best we want excellence," he said.
dedication," said Jim Brownlee, a n OVC
And the training does not stop here. basketball referee. Brownlee has worked
Meetings, pre-game viewing and constant as an official for 25 years.
"The reason we're in it is because we
hands-on training are all a part of the of·
want to be a part of the game, and we want
ficial's job, Patey said.
"It involves a lot of hard work and to be the best at it," Patey said.

· Golf Tournament deadline today
Today is the deadline for the 23rd Annual Murray State
University Homecoming Golf Tournament at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Entry fees for the tournament is $40 per golfer, which will
go to benefit the golf team. Prizes will be awarded for the top
score as well as long drive on 13 and closest to the pin on 9.
I'
This is the tenth year the tournament has been held at
Miller Golf Course.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Volleyball., Eastern Kentucky University at Racer Arena, Friday, 7
p.m.
• Volleyball. Moreheasd State University at Racer Arena, Saturday,
12 pm.
• Baseball. OWesleyan College at Reagan Field, Sunday, 12 p.m.
• Volleyball. Austin Peay State University at Racer Arena, Tuesday,
7p.m.
• Baseball. Paducah Community College at Reagan Field, Wednes·
day, 2 p.m.
• Baseball. Three Rivers Junior College at Reagan Field, Thursday. 2
p.m.

Staff Writer

Sports seasons bring enter·
tainment for many fans, but for
athletes it brings much work.
Not only do athletes go
through rigorous training and
practice during the season, they
also have to keep up their
grades in order to stay eligible
to play. All this, plus curfews
and restrictions, account for
most of an athlete's time - and
life - in college.
Murray State head football

AROUND TilE OVC
Barriger takes honor for week
Chris Barriger, a senior from Jacksonville, Fla., was nam·
ed the Ohio Valley Conference Cross-Country Runner of the
Week.
Barriger, Murray's top cross-country runner, finished se·
cond in the Ole Miss Invitational Sept. 18 and first at UT·
Martin on Tuesday with a time of 26:56.

·

Gold, Diamonds, Turquoise,
Sterling SUver. Black Htlls Gold

Specials

Officials are expected to travel.
Tallahassee, Fla., is the farthest Brownlee
has had to travel for a regular game. Patey
has been around the United States in his
job as an official.
Patey said football rules are more com·
plex than those for basketball, adding that
basketball has mostly contact fouls,
whereas football has several types of fouls.
Fans don't seem to bother officials with
their heckling; officials say it is as part of
the game.
"It is rare for us to have an unpleasant
situation with fans," Patey said. "We do
understand they are emotionally
involved."
"If it (heckling) bothers you, you won't be •
in it long," Brownlee said.
Officials feel no pressure from home
teams to make certain calls. Patey said •
when he sees a foul made, it makes no dif· ,
ference which team was responsible - it's
still a foul.
"You do the best you can when you go out ~
there," Brownlee said.
;
"Our sole purpose is to make it a better ,
football game for the two teams," Patey •
said.

All work, no play often sung by athletes
By SCOTI NANNEY

Ward's Leather & Jewelry
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Hats. Tack, Western Wear. Boots.

• Gold Hummingbird Pink Belts. B Ulfolds, Dusters, Handbags.
lee Ring
Prints, & Other Gifts
$ 12
Over 500 Buckles to Choose From
· Stetson Western Shlrta
Bel Air Shopping Center
.• ..,
$29.95
Beside Sirloin Stockcade
.·
·
4 Doors Right of Treas
'
' · ,
Do It Center
..
759·1616
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.: Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.: Closed Sun.

~

coach Mike Mahoney said
athletes, especially football
players, have a different
lifestyle than do ordinary
students. For his athletes, playing it safe is t he only rule.
"There are no restrictions except for being safe and not get·
ting into trouble," he said.
"There are no restrictions on
joining fraternities, and I don't
anticipate any, but if a problem
should arise there would be
something done about it."
"We can basically do

Brothers of
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

anything we want to do, but
betw~n practicing and studying there is not much time for
anything else," said Kevin
Gibbs, a senior defensive
lineman.
Football players have a
curfew of 11 p.m. on weekdays,
with practice on Mondays, and
practice and game-film viewing
on Tuesdays.
MSU volleyball coach Brenda
Bowlin said during the season
she is strict on t he players
about what they can do.
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Thanks for a super WATERMELON B UST
Can't wait 'til next year!

M••SOf&~
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'Love, the sisters of
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
)

.

"I think they must make a :
commitment to playing •
volleyball and not be in·
sororities because they take up'
too much time," she said.
Melisa Webster, a senior .
volleyball center, said fhere is a •
good amount of free time except •
for game nights.
'
"Just about all evenings art:
free except game nights,'' she
said. "Lowerclassmen have a
two-night curfew before games, ,
while upperclassmen have
curfew of one night."

1

Summers Optical
Olympic Plaza
753-7003
ln-................
. ................
..
•I

,,

Grand Opening
Through September ••

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

Stylo Shoes- 25% off
• All
umbrellas-1 0% off
• Slotllne
$24.99
• Pinnacleputters15 pack- $17.95
• All visorsGold
caps- 1 0% off
• All bags- 1and
Oo/o off
• Complete repair
service
• Under new ownership
•

r-------------------------i
1e<i~~i
BUFFET SPECIAL~~
~
~.
t

1

I
1
I

"YOUR COMPLETE GOLF STORE II ••
1.02 N

$5

99 1
I
1
I

.

•Drinks not tncluded - special good tbrough 10/2/92

L-------------------------~

753-2282

1.5th St.

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

r-------------------------i
1
$ BUFFET SPECIAL~~~~
l
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

$6

99

•Drinks not tncluded- epedal good through 10/2/92

1
1
I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon·2
Dinner Buffet: Monday tbru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30p.m .
Must present coupon when ordering.

p.~

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99
A::&~~~;:t;
Wednesday Night Sept. 30

CENTER THEATRE
.'CURRIS
S:SO p.m., 7 p.m., 9:30p.m.

...XP,...

fl3J

ONLY
WITH

*1

50

I

.........
·-·
··-----....
I DELIVERY SPECIAL
I
Large, 1 Topping Pizza

~~~~;~~l~.r.~~!!:J

MSU ID

DON'T MISS IT!

Chestnut. Street

753-6656
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SCOREBOARD
Results of the Murray Staas
/McDonald's ln,.,~als
Individual MSU placlngs.
11. Civil Wlaon
184
15. BriM Heneon
185
20. Wll Snowgraaa 187
31. Orkle Coaxley
180
75. O.J L.ancuter
205

Eastem Illinois 48
EIU
MSU

7
0

9
10
3

."', lf

Goff

Football
Murray State

...•

at 7
0

6

EIU - Koroseo, 2, run (Largent
Kick).
EIU • Largent, 32, field goal.
MSU - Lombard, 24, field goal.
EIU • Korosec, 7, rul (Largent
kick).
EIU - Largent, 21, field goal.
EIU • Hcka, 25, pass from Thome
(Largent kick).
EIU - Korosec, 16, run (Largent
kick).
EIU • High, 1, run, (Largent kick).
MSU - Redmond, 37, pass from
Mosby (Run failed).
EIU - Mauch , 13, run (Largent
kick.
MSU EIU
Arst Downs.................. 17
Z3
Rushes/ Yards........ S0/158 44158
Passing ..................... 121
218
CompJAttJinl ......12127/2 18130/0
Total Offense..............279
3n
Penalties/ Yards......... 12/76 8/83
Punts/ Yards............ 010 6/27

R.sults ol garnss played at thfl
Unlvtnlty of Evensvl/16
Murray State vs Indiana SUite
Individual Singles Results
HMiher Donovan beat Am e Landsberg
Sueen Moulder beet Megla McManus
Lana Allcoc:tG"I lost to Tammy FOOl'
Chrle GrMadd beat Kttstl MacDonald
/ltmf Hal beat Tara 8en8l'1ut
Krlstl Rycflolm beat Carol Maocurrbef

Overall Team Placlnga
Louisville
735
2. Southern Mlaa.
743
3. Murray State 745
4. EKU
747
5. SEMO
748
6. Southwest Mo.
748
7. Morehead St.
752
8. Nol1hem Illinois 755
9. Artcansu (LR)
758
10. Tenn. Tech
761
11. llllnole Sl
783
12. ~
768
13. t..m..t
T73
14. Attwlsae Sl
n4
15. Wright St
778
16. Northwestern Sl 788

1.

Photo by JUD COOK

William Snodgrass, a junior
advertising major from
Bremley, England, sizes up his
put in last weekend's
tournament.

Murray State vs Evanevllle
lndvtdual Singles Results
Heather Donovan lost to Beth Understahl 1-6,6-7, 3-7
Suean Moulder lost to Eleen Mol1enaen
5-7, 7-6,3-6
6·2, 6-2
Lana Allooc:kn beat Jennlf&l' lJnderstahl

Doubles Results
Donovan ·ADcock beat Nelson-Resnando 6 -1-, 3·6, 6·2
Moulder -Granad<l beat FOI'te·Graham 6-4, 4-6, 6-1
Haii-Rycflolm lost to Pearson- Milbauer 6-4, 1-6, 4-6

Cross Country

Results of the Pizza Hut
Invitational at University of

RUSHING • Murray State, Patton 74,
Cox 41, Edwal'ds 13, McGowan 12,
Mosby 11, Bland 8, Gann 5, Sapp 2,
Lewis -8. ~
Eastern Illinois, High 65, KOI'osec
54, Hicks 26, Mauch 18, Montgomery
17, Colina 6, Kelly -3, Thome -24.
PASSING • Murray State, Lewis 23·
10.2, 85, 0 TO, 161ong, sacks 3,
Mosby 4·2..0, 38, no, long 37, sacks o.
Eastem Illinois, Thome 29·18..0,
218, 1TD, 281ong, sacks 3, Mauch 1·0.
0, 0, OTD, 0 longs, sacks 0.
RECEIVINQ • Murray State,
Redmond 68, Bland 21, Edwards 15,
McGowan 14, Cox 4, Patton -1.
Eastem Illinois, Rummell SO,
Corosec 53, Jackson 40, Hicks 30,
Calabrese 17, Montgomery 13, Mauch

Murray SUite vs University of Louelvllle
lndvldual Singles Results
Healher Qonoo.o., lost to Mary Nelson 4-6,3-6
Sua.\ Moulder I beat Belh For1B
3-6,6-4,. 7-6
6-4, 3-6, 1-6
Lana Aloock lost to Jody Reenando
6-2,6-2
Chl1a Granadd beat Nnl Glnden
3-6,6-4,6-7
Amy Hall lost to Lesle Milbauer
Ktts11 Rycf'lolm lost ~ May Charson
4-6,4-6

Doubles Results
Donovan ·AIIoock beat McManus· andlberg 6-3, 75
Moulder -Granacld beat Foor -MacDonald 6-1' 6-3
Hai-Ryd'lolm beat Benshut-Maoc:umber
6-3, 6-4

Vo/levPa/1
w

Individual Leaders

Doubles Results
Donovan ·Allcock beat J.Undenltahl· Hardng
6-3, 9-6
Moulder -Granackl beat B.Understahl· Binder 6""', 6-3
Haii·Rydholm lost to MOI'tensen-Biesalnger
0-6, 5-7

7-6,6-3
6·1, 6-3
4-6,2-6
6-3,7-5
6-3, 6-2
6-0, 3-6, 6-2

Alabama.
MSU

3 8

MSU
0

lndlyldual Ltldtra

Sam Houston St. 1 51 5 1 5
KILLS • Murray State (20), Renee
Bailey 8, Melisa Webster 7, Sarah
Dealworth " · Amy Rhodes 1

KILLS· Murray State (66), Renee
Bailey 23, Sarah Dearworth 18,
Melisa Webstar 15, Amy Rhodes 4,
Denise Donnelly 4, BoMie Bagninski

2.

ASSISTS • Murray State (34),
Denise Donnely 34.

ASSISTS ·Murray State (19),
Denise Donnely 19.

ASSISTS • Murray State (56),
Denise Donnelly 52, Bonnie
Bagnlnakl 3, Sarah DearwOI'th 1.

.

DIGS • Murray State (66) Renee
Bailey 14, Sarah Dearworth 13,
Melita Webeter
12,
Denise
Donnelly 8, BoMie Bagnlnsld 7, Amy
Rhodes 7, Beth Blair 3, Stacy
Geralds 1, Tammy Elder 1.

DIGS • Murray State (27),Mellssa
Webster 11, Sarah Dearworth 7,
Amy Rhodes 2, Renee Bailey 2,
Bonnie Bagninskl 2, Stacy Geralds
1, Denise Donnelly 1, Beth Blair 1.

15 12 17 16
10 15 16 14

lndlyldua! Leaders

KILLS • Murray State (31), Melisa
Webster 11, San~h Dearworth 10,
Renee Bailey 9, Bonnie Bagninski 4,
Deoiae Domelly 2, Amy Rhodes 1.

lndlyldual Leaders

5.

MSU
So. Miss.

3 8 8
15 15 15

UAB

DIGS • Murray State (87) Amy
Rhodes 30, Bonnie Bagninski 18,
Denise Donnelly 13, Renee Bailey
11, Sarah Dearworth 8, Melisa
Webster 7.

I

Overall Men'sTeam Placing•
1. Ole Mlsa.
a.
2. Arkansas Sl
s
3. Memphis St.
s
4. Murray State
78
5. Rust
130
Individual MSU men finishers
2. Chris Barrfgar 19:.54.32
16. Kevin W8td
22:56.96
19. Stevon Roberts 23:31.82
25. Ray Egbert
24:45.17
2G. Charles Hitet 25:4-4.88

6. Melody Helgerson 13:05.71
13. L.uenna Powell 13:38.53
17. Monic:a l<ooemsf'l 1 4:07.11
20. AmaCheny
14:44.11
22. Joanna Hendrlc:kson1 4:59.76
27. Kim &MI1ey
15:43.89

Rifle
MSU Individual ~ults of the
compstition at thfl University of
Tennessee at Martin

Murray State GoJd
BeCh HemTwl
583
Rusty Kende
565
Diana MJih
581
Kate Kelemen
572

Overall Women's Team Placlngs
1. Ole Miss.
21
2. Murray State
ea
3. Arkansas Sl
s
4. Mernph s St.
75
Individual
finishers

MSU women'•

Murray S1ate Blue
Benjle Belden
572
Scott Plewke

552

Kttstl Noakes
Angela Johnson

543
580

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

non
G.B. Thlnklngaboutyoukeeps
my motor running. Love, JP
W., You're awesome and you
play great golfl Love, M.
B-darts, Love that new com·
poslte, but you can keep this
one! Congratsonagreatrushl
Walch out I Love, the Trampy

Tarta
Alpha Gamsare havtng a blast
at Lambda Chi Alpha Water·
melon Busll
Congratulations Heather
Grogan on becoming the new
Alpha Tau Omega Sweetheart!
Love, ATO Ill sisters.
Scott Benson, Kevtn Pataluna,
and Jimmy Wrey; Thank you
•• for your patience and time
as our softball coachesI Love,
Alpha Delta Pl.

• BUSINESS
SERVICES

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

MISC.

Lambda Chi Alpha coaches,
Bust Is a blasU Wo can't wait
for the events tomorrow! You
guys are tarriflcl Love, the
sisters of Alpha Delta Pi.

Anentionll Earn $25001 Stu·
dents, Greeks, Clubs Eam Free
Spring Break Trip Aher Selling •
Only 8 Trips At Your Schooll
Spring Break 1-800-678-6386.

Spring Break '93. ~
Cjty Beach, Florkla. Sales

Stargazers Ia searching for a
new 1.9go. Enter the WIZARD
CONTEST. Details at SIIOre
across from Duane Taylor
Cbeverolet

ThankyouMikeJacksonl You
did a great job with rush. We
really appreciate your hard
work. Your Brothers in Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

• EARN EXTRA INCOME •
Earn $200·500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For Information send a stamp addressed
envelope to: ATW Travel, Inc.
P.O. Box 430780, South Mi·
ami, FL 33143.

For Sale, Two green upholstered arm-chairs- $20 for.both.
Record playen • $10 each.
Tandy Color Computer II - $20
each. Please call 759-1000
and leave message on machine ..

The Gentleman of Sigma Phi
Epsilon would like to thank all
of the lacftes who helped make
Preference Night and the
Hawaiian Luau tantasticll We
couldn't have done lt without
your help.
LAOIESII · TheFrlendsOIThe
Heart Program Is com lng soon I
Watch for signs on campus.
The Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Bugsy, Please don't mess
around with my snake MY

more.

$200 • $500 WEEKLY As·
semble products at home.
EasyI No selling. You're paid
direct.
Fully Guaranteed.
FREE lnformatlon-24 Hour
Hotline. 801 ·379·2900. Copy·
right# KY13KDH

Representatlwneeded~woltt

with the., Spring BreakTeam.
TRAVEL ASSOCIATES AND
TOUR EXCEL Sell the BEST
properties on the beach.
SUMMIT CONDOMINIUMS,
MIRACLE BEACH RESORT,
HOLIDAYINN,PIER99. Eam
IIOp com million and free trips.
Form01'8inlonnationcal: Julie
at 1·800-558-3002.

FOR RENT

RAISE A COOL

Wanted, Female rommate for
lhreebedroomhouse. Lowrent,
close to campus. Call 759·
1767.

'1000

I'm not quite sure about this
whole cak:tllus thing. Does
anybody understand It? When
exactly In the course of one's
life does he or she need~ use
calculus? Please help me
understand. Thanks.

MEMBER WHO C'.AUSI
No oblfaarion No CXllt
YODIIIo . . aBIE
IIEADI'BONB JW)J()
jult ilr alliaa
t.eoo.932-G521, Ed. 65

Will do all types of HOUSE
REPAIR. Professional quality
work at LOW PRICES. Call
Wade at 753-7204

--------------------.
Please help save the planet.•
RECYCLE and feel good about:
yourself! Make recycling a way!
of life!
'

.

.

; '

....•.•

Used fumlture, couches, bed,
desk, books, lamps, Mtiques,
Awnproducts,dishes,jewelry.
Jane's Attic, downtown on the
square.

GREEI( S & CLU8 S

IN JUST ONI WEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR 11JE

NOTICE
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Spacious, 5BORM, 28TH
House, almost entirely fur·
nlahedl Great for large famYy
or students. Call 762-4483
during day or 753·7210 alter 5
p.m. Ask tor Kara.

ot
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RATES

With MSU ID: 15eperword

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

WlthoutMSU ID: 20eperword

Over Twenty Words
With MSU 10: 10e per word
Without MSU 10: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10: 15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
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AOOWt.IATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FORR£NT
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
LOST I FOUND
RilES
MISC.
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New
••
Hong
Kong
m
••
1792-1992 A Kentucky Bicentennial Concert
•
Restaurant
753-4488
•• M.S.U. 's College ofFine Arts and Communication ••
Open 7 days a week
••
••
and Department of Music present
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-9:30p.m. Saturday 4:30-9:30 p.m .
'~Kentucky f'rofile"
••
••
Daily Lunch Spedal $3.10
Sunday Buffet $5.75
featuring
Monday-Friday ll a.m.-2 p.m.
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
••
••
C.ll for carry out orde,. and more lnfonnatlon•
•
•••
We cater parties, banquets & meetings
•e
and can . . .t up to 200 people
••
e•
••
•••
•
•
Wolff System rranning
•••
Center
•••
•• ~ STUDENT DISCOUNTS · GIFI' CERI1FICATES
Marie Taylor
Gina Scaggs Epifano
\fiY
MASTERCARD • VISA
, Soprano
Piano
•••
••
UJith Special Guest Randall Block, Tenor
MFrJdayonday-Thursday
8 a.m.-10 p:m.
•
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
•
in Concert
•
Saturday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
•
Tuesd4y,
September
29,
8
PM
•
Sunday
1
p.m.-5 p.m.
...

r

•

Farrell Recital Hall
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
No Admission Charge
-Also- Broculccut Live on 91.3 FM, WKMS

•
:
•

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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GENDER
Continued from Page SA

women's athletics to men's
athletics and offering the
same amount of facilities for
both sexes. For a university
that currently has one of the
largest athletic departments
in the nation, though, adding
another sport is not appeasing.
"Ohio State is looking
very seriously at whether it
can continue to field 31
sports," she said.
However, with the right
defmiton, Ohio State may not
have to add another sport.
Phyllis Howlett, assistant
commissioner of the Big Ten
and co-chairman of the
NCAA's gender equity
committee, said the principle
to which the Big Ten schools
must abide mandates that the
schools
achieve
equal
opportunities for male and
female athletes, not achieve a
ratio.
Meeting a 60-40 ratio
within five years . was a plan
adopted by the Council of
Presidents as a way to
achieve the goal, she said.

MUSIC MAN

"We
established
a
statement
of
guiding
principles," she said. Gender
equality
comes
under
Principle 10.

John Steffe, associate professor In the department of music, plays the cello
during the Faculty Showcase Scholarship Concert. The concert, held Sept. 22,
featured several of the department's faculty members.

HILLARY

METER

TRAVEL

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

number one priority other than years."
Weber said there are advangetting the economy going
again because he knows that tages and disadvantages to an
they go hand-in-hand," she epicenter in southern Illinois.
said.
The seismometer will compleAlthough most of her ment the University of Ken·
remarks focused on education, tucky Seismic Network at the
$he also took a chance to Land Between the Lakes. At
discuss other campaign LBL, there is a 120-foot
concerns.
Aeismometer anchored in
• "We need to get serious about bedrock that records
Solving problems instead of movements from eatbquakes in
pointing fingers, casting blame other places. Weber said this
and trying to divert attention seismometer can pick up
from dealing with problems," seismic signals from almost
Clinton said. ·
anywhere in the world.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

THE INVESTMENT GAME
Begins Sept. 28
Everyone is invited to enter
$5 entry fee per team

0
0

Brockway said once they have
returned, students will have 60
days to write a 15-to-20-page
paper summarizing each
company.
"It's helpful to get that information down on paper so you
have it to refer to down the
road," he said.
Brockway said there are no
restrictions concerning who can
attend the program, but he
Students interested in the
urge s freshmen and program need to turn in an apsophomores to wait.
plication within the next few
"It takes a certain level of weeks, along with a $400
maturity to get something out deposit.

"Apostolic In doctrlne •••Pentecostal In
experlence•••Chrlst-llke In living"

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH, INC.

sponsored by the Finance and Economics Club

0
0

of the program," he said.
Brockway also said a student
does not necessarily have to be
a business major to participate
in the program.
"It's geared, from an interest
standpoint, toward the business
major, but not restricted to," he
said.
Costs may vary. Students fly.
ing from Nashville will be
charged $2,936, which includes
hotel costs and continental
breakfasts.

N. 16th Ext. at Utterback Road
"Murray's Bible Teaching Center"
Students Welcome
759-1602
James H. Cain. Pastor

$50,000 to invest

MONETARY PRIZES AWARDED

Ta tt oo A rtist

Tattoo

For game rules
and entry forms

from

please see

G ypsy

llta<lso n . l· l oritla

at

Stargazers

Betty Driver
Dept. of Economics
and Finance
. 762-4281

Sept. 29-0ct. 4
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1/4 Cheeseburger,
Large Fry, Medium
Drink
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Starts Friday- Sept. 25
2 Big Macs or 2 Egg McMufflns for $2.00
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MODELS
No Experience Nec111ary
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE. a new and unique
promotional .-nue for profe8alonal and amalltur rnoc:.IM.

s.t for wortdwtde dlstrtbution to all top modelling arid
lldvertlslng agenclee.
~ eubml•lon fee dllcount

to all accepted MSU etudenta
and t.culty.

Other promotional eervlcee available.
Muat be 18 years d age.
For further Information phone Wayne 9tBffo.'d
t437...w41 Agent- Model Conaultant- Photographer

Member: International Freelance Modele Organization

MSU TV-11 RETURNS
Monday 6 and 10 p.m.
News Makers -Public Affairs and
campus issues with moderator

Kristi Bauer
Thursday 6 and 10 p.m.
Info Weekly -News Magazine
for and about MSU campus

CABLE CHANNEL 11

HEATHER GROGAN
Love,
Your Sis-ters iQ

~plla

GaiQIQa ilelta

1-
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PUS LIFE
Looking toward the future
Job market
womes
studen1s
•

By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

With the economy in a
recession, jobs are hard to
find. Many college
students are facing this
reality as they plan for
their futures.
Brent Mayabb, a junior
preveterinary major from
East Prairie, Mo., is worried about getting into
graduate school.
"There are so few
graduate schools and so
much competition," he
said.
The recession has caused Mayabb some concern.
"I used to think it was
guaranteed that you
would get a job after college, but now everything
is uncertain," he said.
He is happy with his major, but his job ideas have
changed since he entered
college. Now he would like
to be able to find a job in
an area in which he would
like to live.
Mayabb does not think
he would be willing to
take a job in a different
field if one were
unavailable in his.
"I would continue with
my education until a job in
my field opened up," he
said.
Angelique Vitualla, a
sophomore accounting major from Camden, Tenn., is
satisfied with her major.
but is concerned if there
will be a job for her when
she graduates.
"I don't know if my job
will be in demand," she
said. "Sometimes there is
a demand and sometimes
there isn't. There is a lot
of competition."
Vitualla said she wou)d
be willing to work in
another field until a job
opened up in her own, and
that it will take time to
find a job in her field
because of competition.
"I just want to get into it
and see what it is like,"
she said.
Jason Gold, a sophomore
social work major from
·Henderson, is also concerned about his future.
"First, will I get a job
and if I do, how will I do?"
Gold asked.
Liz Bell, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Decatur, Ill., is
worried if there will be
jobs available in the part
of the country where she
would like to work.
In addition, she said her
attitudes toward the
future have changed since
she entered college.
"After doing an internship in safety and health, I
experienced the real working world compared to col·
lege, and it changed my
attitude a lot," she said. "I
have different views on
issues."

Fast Growing

Experiments used in career choices
By ROB HART
Assistant Campus Lite Editor

When freshmen first arrive at
college, much of the time they
are expected to know what
their plans are for the next four
years and what career they
plan to follow. But for some,
career choices do not come as
immediately or decisively as for
others.
For Squire Babcock, visiting
instructor in the English
department, the business world
did not offer the same lure as
the life of a writer and teacher.
Mter graduating from high
school in Louisville, Babcock
took a job repairing pool tables
in Kentucky and Tennessee.
This led to the purchase of a
retail pool table business in
Nashville which he owned and
operated for seven years before
deciding to embark on a new
career.
"Then I decided I wanted to
be a writer," Babcock said. "I
didn't know what that meant,
but I sold my business and went
to college at the age of 29."
Babcock enro11ed in the
University of Massachusetts
and eventually completed his
master's degree in creative
writing. During his 11 years in
Massachusetts, he also taught
high school English, worked as
a freelance reporter and wrote
feature articles for a
newspaper.
When he was a child, Babcock
said his career goals changed
frequently, but writing was
always in the back of his mind.
"I suppose I always wanted to
write," he said. "I wrote my
first short story when I was
nine called Dangerous
Dinosaur. It was about a
dinosaur that could talk. 1 sup·
pose I've always had some sort
of vague literary aspiration."

WHAT ll/Ej h!ANTED
7() BE,,,

Bartolucci said he has run into students who feel they have
to choose between the arts and
something that offers a better
employment outlook.
"They say 'What am I going
to do to make a living if I go into what I want to, which is
philosophy?' for example," he
said. "Looking at myself, I
think that has been a very good
combination, getting a basic
background in what is one of
the most fundamental of
natural sciences, which is
physics.
"1 got that kind of
background first, and then on
my own I took extra classes and
continued reading," he said.
James Walker, a freshman
accounting major from Murray,
said when he was a child he
wanted to be a bus driver or an
astronaut.
"When I was smaller I liked
to watch Star Trek on TV, and
that's sort of what got me interested in being an
astronaut," he said. "And when
I was really little, I was just
totally fascinated with cars,

Illustration by JOSHUA

and 1 decided then I'd sor-t of
like being a bus driver 60 I
could drive all the time."
Financial stability and enjoyment of the subject were
deciding factors that helped
Walker decide on accounting
for a career.

By AMY HELM
Campus Life Editor

Finding the right career that
combines both financial and
emotional rewards is often a
difficult decision that involves
weeks worth of careful thought.
Although some students are
able to decide what focus their
lives should take, other
students require more help.
Thanks to DISCOVER, a computer assisted guidance program located in the Counseling
and Testing Center, students,
faculty, staff and members of
the community can find infor·
mation about careers.
"We have had this service
since 1985,'' said Bill Allbritten, director and assistant professor at the Counseling and
Testing Center. "We just in·
stalled the 1992-93 updates on
Monday. The job availability
section is updated every six
months."
The data contained in the pro·
gram covers 98 percent of the
occupations listed in the Occupational Outlook Handbook.
"We have about four com·
puter print-out sheets on each

According to Carol Kleiman's book The 100 Best Jobs for the
1990s & B8yond, the 10 strongest growing job areas are:

6. Office manager
7. Aircraft Technician
8. Actor/Director
9. Cosmetologist
10. Agricultural scientist

job which contain information
about federal salaries, job
availability and cross
references,'' Allbritten said.
"In addition, people can pursue
information about all regionally accredited two-, four- and six·
year universities that offer
training across the country in
specific areas."
The computer program performs three functions: to help
explore career decision-making
processes, to help gain insight
into how an individual relates
to others in his chosen field as
far as interests and values and
to help plan a job .s trategy in addition to creating a resume.
"The advantage of the program is that it gives immediate
feedback," Allbritten said.
"The old paper and pencil tests
had about a week to 10 day gap.
Also, you can change things on
a computer and do a what if
scenario that you can't do on
paper.''
It costs about $1,300 to maintain the software, which is
more efficient than the old
paper and pencil tests.

1

'1 decided I liked doing it his major from history to
anyway, and I've heard they do biology with a minor in
pretty well themselves, 60 that chemistry to improve his
was just sort of an added marketability after graduation.
"As far as the jobs go. there's
bonus," he said.
Kevin Byars, a senior biology a lot more opportunity with
major froni Benton, plans to that than with history," he
teach for a living, but switched said.

0

Photo by JUD COOK

Marcia Miller, a senior elementary education major f rom Russellville, takes time to fill
out a questionnaire about her Job Interests.
In addition, the computer pro- two hours, depending on how
"Our advice is for people to
gram does not require staff detailed they want to get. It is work through the questionmonitoring, although help is better to make an naires and take the print-out
available if needed.
home and cross out jobs that
appointment.''
"The program was in use for
The counselors spend time aren't of interest to you," he
about five hours yesterday,'' with freshmen orientation said. "Then make an appointAllbritten said. "We will take classes and provide the ment with one of the counselors
people on a walk-in basis, but students with information and review what has be~n
found.''
•~
students need to set aside one to about the free service.

--A_S_U_C_E_O_F_I_.I_FE_____
Credit card usage

When making purchases, many stude~s
use credit cards instead of checks or cash.
Credit cards are especially useful when making
large purchases such as electrical equipment
or for college textbooks. They can even be
used to purchase food in restaurants.
Credit card usage is becoming increasingly
popular. Are they worth using? Several students prefer them not only for convenience, but
for situations when cash is not available.

Story on Page 48
Source: GLAMOUR MAGAZINE

WILK~~

Database helps
with future plans

Jobs~~~~~~

1. Accountant/Auditor
2. Correction officer
3. Computer operator
4. Dental Hygienist
5. Cook/Chef

Luis Bartolucci's childhood
goal was to become a scientist.
A professor of geoscie nces,
Bartolucci was always interested in science, but didn't
find his speciality until he switched from physics to geophysics
just before he received his
undergraduate degree.
While science is his career,
Bartolucci also considers the
arts important.
"I have never disregarded the
importance of the humanities,"
he said. "Deep down, although I
make my living t h rough
science, I think I'm closer to the
humanities."

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Essay contest

Wickliffe Mounds

The Eiie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity is sponsoring the 1993 Elie
Prize in Ethics Essay Contest, with
awards totaling $10,000.
Full-time undergraduates at accred·
lted colleges and universities nationwide are eligible to submit an original
3,000-4,000 word essay by Dec. 30.
Topics are: "The Meaning of Ethics
Today: Choices, Challenges and
Changes." "Can Ethics Be Taught?", or
"What is the Ethical Legacy of the 20th
Century?"
For entry forms and guidelines, contact the foundation at (212) 980-3637.

MSU's Wickliffe Mounds ResearCh
Center will host a Flint KnapP6rs' ·
Weekend Saturday and Sunday. : :
"This is sort of a sequel to our June
Archaeology Weekend," said Dr.• f<it
Wester, the center's director.
~
Modern flint knappers use ancient
methods to duplicate stone tools and
arrowheads used by people such as
those who lived on the Wickliffe MounC.Is
site.
.•
The museum is open daily from 9
a.m.-4:30p.m. through November. For
more information about the weekend,
call335·3681.
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L.arntmChi
to host 20th
mebnb.Jst

perclassman who is involved in
student activities.
"My life was in there!" cried a
"It's a good way for SGA to
distraught Spencer Barnes in help students be aware of
the movie TaJeing Care of events on campus and finan·
Business when he lost his File- cially support the scholarship,"
0-Fax. His life was turned up· said Jeannie Morgan, secretary
side down upon losing this and student activities chairvaluable organizer. More than man ofSGA.
3,000 MSU students have a
"Very little money is made,
similiar "don't leave home since printing costs are high,"
without it" item - the campus Vanhorn said. "It really is a
planner.
nominal fee.''
Student Government AssociaMorgan said memos are sent
tion (SGA) put together the to organizations, departments
campus planner to help people and athletics requesting sub·
organize their lives, said Brian mission of activities by July.
Vanhorn, vice president of Since a schedule is required so
SGA.
early in the year, spring acThe planner informs students tivities do not get Hated.
of campus activities, athletic
David Brooks, a freshman en·
events and general informa- vironmental engineering major
tion, such as drop-add dates and from Owensboro, keeps impor.
deadlines for fee payments.
tant phone numbers, his
Proceeds from the planners go schedule, things to do and
to the Frank H. Jullian homework due dates in his
Scholarship fund. This scholar- · planner.
ship is given to an up"I needed a planner to
Staff Writer

Assistant Campus Life Editor

This week the Lambda
Chi Alpha social fraternity is hosting its 20th annual Watermelon Bust to
benefit the National
Christian Children's
Fund.
Events scheduled
tonight are a sorority line
dance competition followed by the Nashville band
Head of Phineas Gage.
Tomorrow, Murray State
sororities will compete in
a variety of contests including watermelon
eating · and watermelon
passing at Cutchin Field.
Ray Stiff, a senior occupational health and
safety major from
Mayfield and president of
Lambda Chi, said the bust
was a week-long event in
the past, but a decision by
the Panhellenic Council
last year now limits the
time span of fraternity
events.

••

Campus planners k~p
classes, fun organized
By ANDREA JONES

By ROB HART

Activities will be
featured on tonight's People Beat segment of the
WPSD channel 6 news.
WDDJ 97 FM from
Paducah will have a live
remote set up on Saturday
which should increase
attendance.
Fraternity members
have been collecting donations this week, and Stiff
said there should be about
$3,000 raised for the
charity.
While the yearly tradi·
tion provides MSU
students a break from the
hassles of classes, Stiff
said the main reason for
the Bust is charity.
"We have a lot of fun
with it, but the main
reason is to raise money
for the kids," he said.
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organize my homework," he
said. "It's definitely not a
diary."
Brooks said he does not feel it
would be the end of the world if
he lost the planner.
"It would be a shame to lose
the four dollars," he said.
On the other hand, Melissa
Wheatley, a freshman broadcast journalism major from
Louisville, would be in dire
straits if the little yellow book
ever left her side.
"I write my test dates and
when papers are due," she said.
"It is the only place I write it.
I'd be in trouble if it got lost."
Michele Owens, a sophomore
math major from Henderson,
never leaves home without her
campus planner.
"My life is in there!" she said.
"Everyday is planned out - my
sorority events, what
homework to do."

Nevvman House ministry
emphasizes service to poor
nuss1on work in Appalachia
two
years ago.
Assistant Campus Ufe Editor
Frisz graduated from St.
Joan Frisz wants to expand
Mary-of-the-Woods College outyour horizons.
side
of her hometown of Terre
"My personal emphasis
comes from my own Haute, Ind., and recently
background of doing service received her master's degree in
and of working with the poor," pastoral studies from Loyola
she said. "I think it's real im· University in Chicago. She
portant for working people to credits her high school and
experience that, and to have op- undergraduate years as being
portunities that are going to influential in her choosing cam·
help them understand people pus ministry.
"My own college experience
that are different from them."
of
being active in a college
Frisz, who is minister of the
Newman House, -hu bee.n in- minist!')' helped me in deciding
this wu something l wanted to
strumental in-olftrlng thd*
cl6
ai some point," she said.
portunities to MSU students
since she came here from doing "'Frisz would like to see the
By ROB HART

¥

AROUND CAMPUS
Job fai r
A job fair will be offered Monday from 6-9 p.m. in the
Cumberland Room on the third floor of the Currie Center.
Both on- and off-campus employers will participate.
Senior placement applications will be available. Everyone
is welcome to attend.

Music festival
The Kentucky Pop Music Festival will be held Saturday
from noon·7 p.m. at the Kenlake Resort Amphitheatre.
Tickets are $5 in advance and are available at Terrapin
Station in Murray.

Application deadline
Anyone interested in taking the Foreign Service written
examination needs to apply by Oct. 2.
To be eligible to take the examination, an applicant must
be a U.S. citizen and at least 20 years old on the date of the
examination.
Registration materials may be obtained by writing Foreign
Service Officer Examination, P.O. Box 12226, Arlington, VA
22219.

Quilt show
The Wrather West Kentucky Museum is hosting a quilt ex·
hibit through December, featuring both modern and antique
quilts.
The museum is open weekdays from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturday hours are 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Admission is free.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meeting. The Society of Professional Journalists will meet Thurs·
day at 4 p.m. In room 640 of the Price-Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• Meeting. Gamma Beta Phi honor society will meet Wednesday at
8:30 p.m. in the Barkley room of the Curris Center.

Newman House come together
as an organization dedicated
toward the betterment of all
people, and the students
associa~ed with it to carry what
they have learned on
throughout whatever endeavor
they undertake in life.
"I would like to feel like I've
made a difference in
somebody's life, even if it is just
one person, by my being here,"
she said. "That sounds kind of
selfish, maybe, but for some
reason I am here and whatever
th~t r~aso11: is I. iithat w~ft I
bryng ts g<nng ttt p s\JP' o~
else maybe unders and -lb. t it
is they have to offer."

Homecoming Dance
10 p .m . - 1 a .m.
Saturday , Oct. 3, 1992

Curris Center Small Ballroom
Admission: FREE
Sponsered by: Housing Program Council
Minority Advisory Council

Present

University of Arkansas
Basketball Coach

photography by Allison Photography
refreshments will be served

Nolan Richardson
to inspire students to

Auglfhin~s!~u20ll
Luncheon Special
$3.35 & up
All you can eat buffet
$4.50
Open 7 Days A Week
Lunch
Daily 11 a.m .-2:30p.m .
Dinner
Sunday-Thursday 4:30-9 p.m.
Friday-Saturday 4:30- 10 p.m.

506 N. 12th St.
Olvmptc Plaza
753-4 653

''Drive For Success''
Lecture begins at 7:00 p.m.
VVednesday,Sept.30
CURRIS CENTER BALLROOM

***FREE ADMISSION***

I
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to pick a phone company with
ab so\utely no problem .•.Yes, there ir hop~~

. .
ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy.
Because when you sign up for AT&T Student Saver
Plus, you can pick from a complete line of products
and services designed specifically to fit your needs while you're
in college. Whatever they may be.
Our Reach Out• Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,
no matter where and when you call. Call Manager will separate your

W

AT&T Long Distance calls from the ones your roommates make. :
And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from almost
~
anywhere to anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your ·
first call is fret.
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service. ~
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's easy
!
to make.
~

If you're an otT-campus student, sign up for
A1la Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654-0471 Ext. 85L
•.,..,. ..... __ ,._L.a____ ll_<l_.....,_..,... _...,. ____

6/11'4 ... _., _ _ _ _ ..,..... ____ ,.. . . . ._ . _ _ , . _

•

ATaT

.

... . . . . .
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By MICHELE LONGWORTH
Reporter

Chances are you have ex·
perienced it. College students
tend to be the most susceptible.
It is homesickness, which
resembles depression. Some of
its characteristics include
withdrawal , anxiety and
loneliness.
"It's a change for your body
as well as a change for your
psychological environment,''
said Louise Anderson, staff
nurse and h~alth educator at
Murray State University Stu·
dent Health Services.
Anderson said student health
services does not have many
cases of homesickness. Usually
the staff only sees students
with physical ailments, but in
the process of treating these
problems it may be found that a
student may be suffering from
homesickness.
"I don't see a lot of students
complaining of homesickness,"
said Kim Barrett, counselor
and director of the women's
center at the Counseling and
Testing Center. She attributed
the lack of complaints to the
fact that many people do not
consider homesickness as a
serious enough problem to seek
outside help.
Barrett said occasionally she
does see people who have pro-

. •Persistent sad, anxious or "empty" mood
~·

-,•

;_-,J.~

-.:-}

•Feelings of hopelessness, pessimism; guilt; worth:- ,
lessness, and helplessness
. .
·' •Loss ·of interest or pleasure in ordinary activites, ·,
ranging from schoolwork to sex
•Sleep disturbances
· •Eating disturbances

'~

~/·

,. •Decreased energy, fatigue and feeling
: · "slowed down"
·
'.=

..;:;

(.·'

•Thoughts of death or suicide; suicide;attempts

'>

"( •lncreas~d restlessness and irritability
•Difficulty concentrating, remembering and making decisions .
.
•Physical symptoms - such as headaches, diges- .
tive disorders, and chronic·pain -·that don•t
: ; ~'
spend to medical treatment
,

re- ' :'

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

blems adjusting to being on
their own, usually freshmen.
"I think in its mild forms, it's
a very normal thing to ex·
perience," she said.

Anderson said a change in
sleeping patterns, eating habits
and schedules can lead to feel·
ings of sadness or mild depression. She also said our immune
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system keeps us well, but when
it's u nder stress we may
become more susceptible to catching colds or having accidents.
Usually after students have
time to adjust to school ,
homesickness fades. There are
no support groups available to
students; however, they can get
help from the Counseling and
Testing Center.
"If it's gotten to the point
where it interferes with their
ability to concentrate in school,
they should come see us," Barrett said.
"I miss my family but really
that's it," said Adriene Pankey,
a junior elementary education
major from Carrier Mills, lll. "I
love it here so it's not too bad,"
Pankey's solution to fighting
homesickness is keeping busy.
She's a member of a sorority
and a Murray State Racer Girl.
In addition to her social ac·
tivities, she also has classwork
to contend with.
"I'm not going to have much
of a chance to be homesick,"
Pankey said.
Anderson said the best way to
counteract homesickness is to
get involved and eat correctly.
"Get enough sleep so that
you'll feel up to meeting new
friends and doing new activities," she said.

.-:.,

Gredit Cards more convenient than cash
By;KELLY MENSER
Staff Writer

When cashiers ask, "Will
that be cash or charge?", more
and more college students are
answering, "charge." Many
finP,. when they are away from
home, credit cards are more
convenient than cash.
John Stevens, a sophomore
broadcast journalism major
frofn Dawson Springs, said
although he bas three credit
cards, be uses his Visa most.
Sirice the card, which he applied for through his bank, bas
a $500 limit, he buys mainly
small items, such as books ana
school supplies.

"I don't want to use it on ex·
pensive stuff because it's too
easy to overspend," he said.
Tad Mott, a sophomore speech
language pathology major from
Grand Rivers, uses his MasterCard and two Visa cards for in·
expensive purchases such as
cassettes or clothes for schooL
"I never buy electronics," he
said. "I just don't like to be
burdened down."
Mott said he feels that a $20
annual fee is a small price to
pay for $500 worth of credit.
Also, the cards are easier to
carry than cash.
Christy Powell, a junior
bio l og y major f ro m

Hopkinsville, said she doesn't
hesitate to use either her
Discover or MasterCard for
more expensive items, including tuition and car
insurance.
"I don't carry cash, so I pay
for everything with check or
credit card," she said.
Since her Discover card has a
$1 ,000 limit, Powell often pays
her bills by installments, a fair·
ly common method of payment
for students.
Chris Yarber, a sophomore
acobun t i ng major from
Mayfjeld, has a little help from
his1'ather when the bills come.
··1 often buy electronic equip-

ment, so my American Express
and two Visa cards come in
handy," he said.
Yarber also is not afraid to
make purchases by credit card
over the phone. He said he
doesn't think twice about giv·
ing his account number for
mail-order items because his
cards are insured.
Amy Lyons, a freshman ac·
counting major from
Owensboro, also holds depart·
ment store charge accounts.
"I usually do AQt even al>':•
proach my -limi~ ihqt since L
have started coUek1!, they're
pretty much close to there," she
said.

Holiday Inn

Congratu{ations
to our newest member

~etfi

James
We Love You! I
Your Sisters in
14.{pfia (jamma tJJe{ta

COMPUTER SALE
IBM• PS/1 8
386SX
@
Color Mohltor
BOMB Hard Drive
Mouse
Modem
Word Processing
Spreadsheet
Database
Prodigy

$1,295.00
Now, at last, there's a remarkably affordable
compUter with popular options and software already Included.
The IBM- PS/1• Computer gets a high •ease of
use• rating from 99o/o of Its owners.

CROAGE OF MURRAY
(lorm.-ly CBM)

314 Main St. • 753·7133

~~
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MAYFLOWER RESTAURANT

.. ~

""' .

.......

:Serving .9Ltmrican anti Cliinese Menu·

Hwy. 641 South· Murray, KY
759-4819
DAILY LUNCH BUFFET
11 a.m. • 2 p.m.

DINNERBUF'F'EI'
Every Friday & Saturday 5 p.m.. 9 p.m.

$3.95

$6.95

,

Starting September 28 · Dinner Buffet

$5.95

'

Monday- Thursday ONLY· 5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

I

SGA Voter

Registration Week

FOR THE LOOK OF THE 90'S

Sept. 28 •Oct. 2
Curris Center

'PR..P!PESS IO?{?LL Q'UJUJTY
M{jJ
PT/l~!fO~ I?£ SUO'Jo.{_ SE1to/lC'£S

THINK
TALK
VOTE
A.OUT IT

A•DUT IT

ABOUT

MSU STUDENT DISCOUNT

IT
,

',

I

I

', • • I!

~)I ,

!tMJJffiatrix~
... ·... ,·,
.
'

AT TiiE VILLAGE
(ACROSS FROM MARTHA'S)

753-4950
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History to offer new course Laundry faci I ities ··-~:
By J.M. LANMAN

religious studies, said.

Reporter

"I would hope that the interest students
have in Islam doesn't wane just because
Desert Storm seems to have gone away.''
In the spring the department of history will
offer a course devoted to increasing the
awareness of the beliefs and customs of
Moslems. "The History of Islam" will cover
the period from the rise of Islam to about
1900.
The course will be taught by Susan Maneck,
a visiting instructor in the department of
history.
"It's always been my concern that we
understand how the rest of the world sees us,''
she said.
"The Middle East is an area of the world
which is, right now, subject to the most
misunderstanding by the West."

On the morning of Aug. 2, 1990. America
woke in stunned disbelief to headlines and
emergency broadcasts announcing Saddam
Hussein's invasion of Kuwait. Few at the time
could guess that within six months the event
would turn into a full-blown war involving
almost a million troops and the most advanced
weaponry in the history of warfare.
l''ewer still understood the invasion's
historical trail or how America's massive
reaction would leave an indelible image
within the collective mind of the Moslem
world, just as it had done mnny times before.
"The encounter between the West and Islam
is a long and fateful one and it will continue
throughout our lifetime," Terry Foreman,
chairman of the department ofphilosophy and

'Alternative Voice' available on
MSU campus for gays, lesbians
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

A new group has been
organized on campus this
semester for gays and lesbians.
Alternative Voice was
created to provide social support for homosexuals and to
decrease homophobia on cam·
pus through education and community service.
Robert Allen, visiting lecturer in the English department, is faculty adviser fol'
Alternative Voice.
Two meetings have been held
this semester, AIJen said, and
what they have done is discuss

possible ways to get word out on
campus about their group.
"Its purpose is to find support
for gays and lesbians and to
discourage homophobia on campus," Allen said.
Alternative Voice plans to
participate in AIDS Awareness
Week in October, although
nothing has been planned since
the last meeting.
The group also hopes to bring
in guest speakers who willleclw·e on issues that are important to homosexuals.
Jeff Hyde, a graduate student
from Hopkinsville, is the president of Alternative Voice.

Hyde said he believes that the
organization will really grow if
it can make students more
aware of the group and its
goals.
"Alternative Voice is not just
a support group," Hyde said.
"It is also a social student
organization."
The group is planning activities such as cookouts and
movie nights.
'!I would also like the group to
take a field trip to Southern illinois University to look at the
gay and lesbian organization
there and see how it is run," he
said.

offered in dorms ·
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Wnter

Although doing laundry is a
painless chore, most Murray
State University students living on campus complain about
finding a place to do it.
"It's pretty hard to catch an
open one (washing machine),"
since there are only two .s ets of
machines on every other floor,"
said Cammie Maxwell, a junior
public relations major from
Grand Rivers. She said
although it is inexpensive,
Elizabeth Hall does not have
enough washers and dryers for
its 280 residents.
Most students living on campus do their laundry through
the week when they can find
the time, and others take their
dirty garments home over the
weekend.
Reliability is also a small problem in some of the dorms.
Some students complain that
some of the machines in Spr~
inger Hall take their money
and don't work, while a
machine on the second floor of
Elizabeth Hall has been known
to catch fire.
Students living off campus
either do their laundry in their
apartments or take it to a laundromat.
Tammy Grubb, a senior nursing major from Shephardsville
who lives off campus, said she
takes her laundry to Boone
Laundry near campus. She said
that although different bran·
ches of Boone's have different
prices, it is still reasonable.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Tamela Allen, a senior radio-TV
Tenn., uses the laundry facilities
Many students wait until late at
wash their laundry...or they take It
Unlike campus laundry
facilities, Grubb said there are
plenty of machines, and you
rarely have to wait for one.
Upperclassmen have several
tips for the best laundry
results. Maxwell, program adviser for Elizabeth Hall, recommends using liquid detergent
rather than powders, because it

..

major from Camden, ·
In her residence hall.. _
night or weekends to_ ·
home to mom.
~~

is easier to treat if spilled in the
hallways. She also recommends
that students remove thejr'"-..
laundry as quickly as possib~e :
from the machines to assure it · •
is not thrown onto the floor.
One student recommended •~
doing laundry late at night td ~ •
avoid the crowds, while another ·
recommended taking it home.4 • .
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Rudy's Restaurant

CALL 753-2511 !!

COLLEGE DISCOUNTS

60 years on the square
A taste of home cooking

ON ALL SERVICE
••

Catfi_, dinners o n Friday & Sat urday
~ Friday

5 a.m.-9 p:m. ·

Sa turday 3 p.m .-9 p.m.

• " ' " ..

MEN'S CUTS $8.00
CUTS • $10.00 & $ 12.00'
'J o4

~'· WOMEN'S

• /'J

JUST ASK FOR CHRIS

D&Co

Discover Ne Worlds in

would ftk.e to wdao~ it~ new 'r!

'I

c:lf-fpha. membe't~

CENTRAL CENTER

SJ(im dtalituul

Murray
Laundry Center
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Dry-cleaning &: Alterations

The Murray State News
((ij Jr(j(j 1.k
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CC®rrnilrn~~
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Monday-S aturday 7:30 a .m .-11 :30 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-1 1 p.m.
759-2570
Bel-Alr Center S.12th St.
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"On ca mpus everywhere"
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HEALTH SERVICES
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If you think childhood diseases can't kill adults , you're living in the Dark Ages.
.
Act Now. Get lmmuntzed
For the past year, Kentucky has had a measles e}!idemic.
We NOW have a reported case of measles on the MSU campus.
Measles is an acute highly communicable disease. It is more severe in adults
than children...severe complications can develop, which could lead to death.
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To prevent measlest anyone born after 1956 should have TWO
doses of live meaSles vaccine. Thts is a 1989 recommendation, so there are many who have
not had the second immunization.
If you are unsure of your immunization status, check with your doctor
or your local health department TODAY. If you need additional immunization,
please report to your local public health dep~ent and take advantage of this important
precaution.
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YOUR LIFE MAY DEPEND ON IT.
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If you have questions, or need more information call HealthLine 762-3809
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You Gatta See Us For Fall '92
SAVE 20%-50% until Oct 3rd
during our

m;
COR ·AUSTIN

IBl@Ml~©@MlJl~®

Downtown Murray

